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NOTICE.

Κ le η Κ. lOuglaas having left my bed anil
hereby
ar with out ju»t cause,
forbliMen trusting her on my account for I
-lull pay none of her bills after this date.

allpersons'are

JOSEPH DOUGLASS.
Porter, Me., May 6,1U4.
STATE

OF

COUNTY OF OXFORD:—

MA1X£.

Sorrit I'MUS, Maink. April»», 1904
In conformity with tbe provisions of Sec. 1Ï#
o( * hap »T of the Revtawl Statutes an amen<le«l
·■>■ » hap. M of the Public Laws of 1903, tlie fol"Wliu-l* published as a ll«t of the ofllcers ami
I ni .rporator* of the South Paris SavliiifsH.uk
• icrtc'l :«t tiie annual ele* tion heUI at sal·! bank
"ii
Thursday, the i4th day of March. Α. I». 1ΛΗ,
«Ί I'cin^ within thirty days after such election :
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What the Grange is Doing.
You ask what the grange is doing. It
makes a social, intellectual center for
the rural community. It aids the church
in fostering good morale and the state
UVKICEKH :
in making good citizens. It overcomes fulness.—New
England Farmer.
Bolster.
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Davton
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The
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over Ne.
with
touch
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William J. Wheeler,
llfiiry Κ Hammond,
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Ν l>avton Bolster,
Albert W. Walker.
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It
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and
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state
Geo A. Wllaon,
George M At wood.
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Alton C. Wheeler.
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For Sale.
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Strawberrry plants.
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It

the scenery of Virginia either,
of
the landscape on the Potomac,
which lie would have spokeu so enthusiastically. though even that were
such a
H thing not to be disdained by
lover of the beautiful us Seymour had
shown himself 'to be—the dry brown
hills rising in swelling slopes from the
was not

edge of the wide, quiet river; the bure
and

leafless

trees

upon their crests,

veiling the comfortable old
white house, which in the summer
they quite concealed beneath their
masses of foliage, aud all the world
lying dreamy and calm and still in the
now scarce

motionless
in

:e

of one of those rare

«Yeinber which so sugIt
gests departed days that men name
For nil that he then
summer again.
saw in nature was but a setting for a
seasons

the sun itself, low in the
west, robbed of its glory and faded
Into a dull ball seeking to hide its
head, but served to throw into high relief the noble and beautiful face of the
girl upon whom he gazed—the girl who
was sun and life and light and world
woman: even

for him.
The most continued misogynist would
have found it ditlicult to challenge her

claim to beauty.
The whole impression she produced
was one which charmed and fascinated
to tile last degree, and Mistress Katharine Wilton's sway among the
well
young men of the colony was
nigh undisputed. Λ toast and a belle
in half Virginia. Seymour was not the
tirst. nor was he destined to be the

last, of her adorers.
The strom;, steady, practiced stroke,
denotiug the accomplished oarsman,
with which lie had urged the little
boat through the water, had given

drift,
way to an idle and purposeless
lie longed to cast himself down before
the little feet, in their smart high
clocked
heeled buckled shoes and
stockings, which peeped out at him
from under lier embroidered camlet
petticoat in such a maliciously coquettish manner. Ile longed to kneel down
there in the skiff, ut the imminent
risk of spoiling his own gay attire,
and declare the passion which consumed him. but sometliing-he did not
know what it was, and she did not
tell liiui—constrained him. and he sat
still and felt himself as far away as
if she had been in the stars.
In this way he was quite as good to
Tall,
look at as the young maiden.

blond, stalwart, blue eyed, pleasant
featured, with the frank, engaging air
which seems to belong to those who
Lieutenant
go down to the sea in ships,
John Seymour Seymour was an excellent specimen of that hardy, daring,
war
gallant class of men who In this
and in the next were to shed such imperishable luster upon American arms
by their exploits in the naval service.
Horn of an old and distinguished Philadelphia family, so proud of Its name
that in his instance they had doubled

it. the usual blunlness and roughness
of the sea were tempered by this gentle birth and breeding and by frequent
attrition with'men and women of the
politest society of the largest and most
important city of the colonies. Offering his services as soon us the news
of Lexington precipitated the conflict
with the mother country, he had already made bis name known among
that gallant band of seamen among
whom Jones. Biddie, Dale and Couyugpre-eminent.
The delicious silence which he had
been unwilling to break, since it permitted him to gaze undisturbed upon
i>is fair shipmate, was terminated at
last by that lady herself.
She looked up from the water with
hum were

LÎuTaad

I

ï" mérwi"

^!.r&Tp£X

BRADY.

Now, it is ill making love in a rowboat at best. ami when one is in earnest and tht? other jests it is well nigh
impossible: so to these remarks Lieutenant Seymour made 110 further answer save viciously to ply the oars and
drive the boat rapidly toward the lauding.

.Miss Katharine gazed vacantly about
the familiar river upon whose banks
she had been born and bred, and finally,
noticing the sun had gone down, clos
lug the short day, she once more drew
her clonk closely about her and re-

sumed the neglected conversation.
"Won't you please stop looking at
me in that manner, and won't you
please row harder, or is your strength
ail centered in your gaze?"
"1 am rowing as fast as 1 can, Miss
Wilton, especially with this"—
"Oh. 1 forgot your wounded shoulder! Does it hurt V Does it puin you 7

1 am so sorry. Let me row."
"Thank you. no. I think 1 can manage it myself. The only pain I have Is
when you are unkind to me."
At tliat moment, to his great annoyance, his 4»ar stuck fast in the oarlock,
and I»? straightway did that very unsallorly thing known as catching a
crab.
Katharine Wilton laughed. There
was music in her voice, but this tiniest
did not awaken a responsive chord in
the young man.
Extricating his oar
violently, he silently resumed his work.
"Do you like crabs, Mr. Seymour?"
she said, with apparent Irrelevance.
"I don't like catching them, Miss Wil-

"Only

friends call

me

Katha-

rine."
"And am I not, may I not be. one of
your friends?"
"Well, ye.·»; I suppose so. but you are
so

young."

madam,

"1 am just twenty-seven,
and you, 1 suppose, are"
"Never be uugallant enough to supdo
pose a young lady's age. You may
those things in l'hiladelphia if you
like, but 'tis not the custom here. Hesides, 1 mean too young a friend. You
have uot known me long enough, that
—

hope."
"Oh,

Mr. Seymour. Mr. Seymour,
If you do that
yon overvalue me!
with all your possessions, you will be—
Oh, what have I said?" she cried in
sudden alarm as he took her in bis
arms.

"My possessions! Katharine, may I
then count you so? Oh. Kate, my lovely Kate!" It was over, and over as
she would have It. Why struggle any
longer? The landing was a lonely little spot uinler the summer house at the

end of tin; wharf. No one could see
what happened. This time it was not
The day died
her hand he kissed.
away In twilight, but for those two a
new day beireo.

Λ few strong strokes, strong
enough, in spite of a wounded shoulder, to Indicate wrathful purpose and
sudden determination to the astute
maiden, and the little boat swung In
beside the wharf. Throwing the oars
inboard with easy skill, Seymour sat
motionless while the boat glided swiftly down toward the landing steps, and
the silence was broken only by the
soft, delicious lip. lip. lip of the water, which seemed to cling to and caress the bow of the skiff until It finally came to rest. The man waited until the girl looked up at him. She saw
in his resolute mien the outward and
visible sign of his inward determination. and she realized that the game
so bravely and plquantly played since
she met him was lost. They had nearly arrived at the foregone conclusion.
"Well. Mr. Seymour." she said finally, "we are here at last. For what are

you waiting?"
"Waiting for you."
"For me?"
"Aye. oui ν for you!"
"I—I—do not understand you."
"You understand nothing apparently, but I will explain." He stepped
out on the landing stage, and after
taking η turn or two with the painter
to secure the boat he turned toward
his captive with a ceremonious bow,

'Termlt

me to

help you ashore."

"Oh. thank you, Lieutenant Seymour.
If I only could In this little boat I
would courtesy in return for that effort," she answered, with tremulous
and transparent bravery. Hut when

have Just said to you. We sailors
think and speak and act quickly—it is
I
a part of our profession—but If
should wait for years I should think
no differently and act In no other way.
I love you! Oh, Katharine, I love you
as my soul!"
There was a note of passion In his
voice which thrilled her heart with
ecstasy; the others had uot made love

this way.
"You seein to me like that star I
have often watched In the long hours
of the uight, which has shown me the
way on many a trackless sea. I know
I am as far beneath you as I am beneath that star. But, though the distance is great, my love can bridge It If

you will let me try. Ivathariue—won't
you answer nie, Katharine? Is there
nothing you can say to uiei "Host thou
love me, Kate'/'" he quoted softly, taking her other hand. IIow very fair,
but how very far away, she looked!
The color came and weiu in her eheetv.
Ile could see her breast rise and fail
under the mad beating of a heart
which had escaped her control, though
hitherto she bad- found uo difficulty in

keeping it well in band.

There

was a

—

Virginia. My father, my brother, my
friends, my people, and. yes I will say
it my lover, are periling their lives and

have engaged their honor In this contest for the independence of these colonies, for the cause of this people and the
safeguarding of their liberties, and if I
stoiid in the pathway of liberty for

single iustant I should despise the man
who would not sweep me aside without a moment's hesitation." She spoke
with η pride and spirit which equaled
his own; her head high In the air and

her eyes flashing.
She had released her hands and had
suited the gesture to the word, throwing out her hand and arm with a mo cment .»f splendid freedom and defiance
She was a woman of many moods and
••infinite variety." Each moment showHe
ed him something new to love.
caught the outstretched hand-the
loose sleeve had fallen back from the
wrist—he pressed his lips to the whit
arm and said, with all his soul In his

like yours which makes men believe
the cause is not wholly desperate
When our women can so speak and
feel we may confidently expect the
blessing of God npon our efforts."
"Father sa.vs that It is because General Washington knows the spirit of

the people, because he feels that even
the vouths and maidens, the little chUdren. cherish this feeling, he tak«-s
heart and is confident of ultimate sucI heard him say that no king
cess
could stand against a united people.
-Would that you could have been in
l'a ris with your father when he pleaded with King Louis and his ministers
for aid and recognition. We might
have returned with a better answer
than paltry money and a few thousand

at her
and for the first time in his
life felt an intense sympathy with
deviled crabs, but he continued his labor in silence and with great dignity.
"What am 1 to Infer from your si-

her side.

Declaration itself, but she, being yet a
woman, asked him wistfully:
"Would you give me up, sacrifice me,
for country then Γ
She laid
"Sot for the whole wide
a finger upon his Hps.
"Hush, hush! Do no·even speak treaI am a daughter ο
son to the creed.

"May God prevent me from ever
facing the necessity of a choice like
that. Katharine! Hut indeed It is spirit

Seymour groaned in spirit

lence on this important subject, sir?
The subject of edibles, which everybody says Is of the first Importance—
to men—does not appear to Interest
you at all."
lie made 110 further reply.
The young girl gazed at his pale
face at first in much amusement, but
the laughter gradually died away, and
finally her glance fell to the water by

that more depends—and I only agree
with your father there—upon the issue
of this war than men dream of, and
that the battle of liberty for the future
man 1. bet* (»»*" right here Md
now.
Unless our people are willing to
sacrifice everything we cannot maintain that glorious independence which
He
has been so brilliantly declared.
said this with all the boldness of the

voice:

perversity,

Lleuten-j

my

"And d<» y .mi think you are worthy
that I shonidV" she replied, with a
shadow of her former archness.
He gravt ly bent his head and kissed
her baud. "No. Katharine. 1 do not.
1 can lay iio claim to your baud if It
Is to be a reward of merit, but I love
you so—Unit is the substance of my

innocence.

really^

"Madam!"

alone."

ton." he admitted ruefully.
-oh. I mean eating them! We were
talking about your appetite, were we
not?
Well, Dinah devils them deI'll have some done for
licionsly.
yon," she continued, with suspicion»

one
which she had been playing and then, the little palm met his own brown
to notice for the first time It seemed to steal away some of the
he
his steady, ardent gaze, she laughed bitterness of the moment. After
had assisted her upon the shore and
lightly and said:
held
"Well, sir, it grows late. When you up the steps into the boathouse he
have finished contemplating the scen- her hand tight within his own, and
the boat and
ery perhaps you will turn
with that promptitude which charactake me home. Then you can feast terized him he made the plunge.
more atyour eyes upon something
"Oh, Miss Wilton—Katliarine— It is
tractive."
true 1 have known you only a little
"And what is that, pray?" he asked. while, but all that time—ever since I
"Your supper, sir. You must be very saw you, in fact, and even before,
anxious for it by this time, and
when your father showed me your picWe
you know, you look quite hungry.
ture—1 have lovj;d you. Nay, hear me
have
will
I
have .been out so long, but
out." There was an unusual sternness
pity on you and detain you no longer: in his voice. My lord appeared to be in
here. Turn the i»oat around,
the imperative uiuod, something to
ant Seymour, and put me on ehore at: which she had not been accustomed,
I will stand between no man lie meant to be heard, and with beatonce.
and his dinner."
ing heart perforce she listened. "Quiet
"HuDgry? Yes. I am, but not for that spirit of mockery but a moment
dinner, for you, Mistress Katharine," and attend uiy words. I pray you. No,
he replied.
I will not release you until I have spo"Oh. what a horrid appetite! I don't ken. These are troublous times. I
leave
feel safe in the boat with you. Are you
may leave at any moment—must
very hungry?"
when my orders come, and I expect
"Really. Miss Wilton, I am not Jest- them every day —and before I go I
ing at all," he said, with immense dig- must tell you this."
nity.
lier downcast eyes could still see
"Oh. oh! He is in earnest. Shall I hlin blush and then pale a little under
scream? No use. We are a mile from the sunburn and wind burn of his face
the house at least"
as he went on speaking.
"Oh. Miss Wilion—Katharine," he re"I have no one. Never had I a sister.
devoured
"I
am
by I can remember no mother. Believe
plied desperately,
that
my"—
me, I entreat you, when I tell you
She drew
"Lieutenant Seymour!"
to no woman have 1 ever said what I

herself up with great hauteur, letting
the cloak drop about her waist.

and slowly, with a downcast
face she fain would hide, he fain would
see.
"X
yes," she murmured with
great reluctance—"that is, I think so.
You see, when you defended father in
the tight'with the brig, you know, and
got that bullet in your shoulder, you
earmd a title to my gratitude, my"—
•'I uon't want a title to your grati"I want your
ttide." he interrupted.
Κ»ν«·: 1 want you to love uie for myself
—

appearing

citizen.
lu a country like this, where 40 per
acreage will be larger
and half
cent of the people live on farms
a
two new factories built in
the
till
soil,
work
who
of all the people
Maine and with the abundant rain of
if the farmer is prosperous, and hence
t
'k May opens with prospect
who has
and
contented,
intelligent
··
lb."
of
the
for
fear
to
permaneucy
occasion
one care to
Does
institutions?
any
"Loug enough! I have knowu you
our
and
complete
gWe
regular
forecast the future if agriculture and the
tb· ever since Tuesday of last week."
th'u,,8"out
grange seeks
"And this is Friday—just ten days,
Farmer.
agriculturist decline? The the
American season.—Maine
to educate and elevate
ten long days!" she replied triumphantthe
it
asks
sympathy
farmer, and in this
Mr. S. M. King, South Parie, is one of ly.
and co-operation of all lovers of their
the life-long breeders of Maine who has
Farmer.
"Long days!" he cried. "Very short
Tribune
in
country.—Cor.
devoted himself with singleness of pur- ones for me."
the
have
of
a
workgreat
pose to the building up
Have the stable clean and
"Long or short, sir, do you think you
clean milk. ing herd of Δ. J. C. V. Jerseys of high
cow clean, or you can't get
can know me in that period? Is It pos
and
show
His
in
of
wall·
the
for
merit
posts
ring.
array
Lime and whitewash
she
is a good blue ribbons attests hie skill as a breeder. elble 1 am so easily fathomed?"
ta a good thine. Land plaster
went
on,
smiling.
Farmer.
—Maine
absorbent la the stable.
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F Seymour could have voiced
Ills thought lie would have
did
su id that the earth itself
fairer picture
not afford a
than that which lay within the level
radius of his vision and which had imupon his
itself so

—

—

softly

Author of "The Grip of Honor," "The Southerners.'
"Sir Henry Morgan. Buccaneer," "A
Doctor of Philosophy," Etc.

J

■

"Don't say that, John-well, Seynovelty,· a difference, in the situation
this time, α new and unexpected ele- mour, then. Say 'country and you. I
She hesitated. would give you up for that, but only
ment in the event.
Why was it no merry quip came to the for that."
Λ__
"You would do well, Katharine; our
lips usually so ready with repartee?
country lirst. Since we have engaged
Alas, she must answer!
I
"I
oh, Mr. Seymour!" she said In tills war we must succeed, l iancy

Profitable Cows.
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He u ravel il benl hi κ Itc.ud und kUeed hei
hmul.
The army might starve and (lie, buttles be lost or won, dynasties rise and
fall, kingdoms wax and wane, causes
tremble in the balances! Wliut of
that?

They looked at each other aud

forgot the world.

"

CHAPTER II.
II, what Is the hour. Mr.—
Jol.p.? Shall I call you Sey·

That is your second
is It not? But what
No, no, not
would p«>ple say? I—
again! We really must go in. See! 1
am not dressed for the evening yet.
Supper will be ready. Now, Lieutenant Seymour, you must let me go.

fflfïïfl

mour?

name,

What will my father tli. ik of us?
Com·, then—your bund sir."
The hin from th*> boat lauding was
steep, but Mistress Kate hud ot'teu run
like a young deer to the top of it without appreciating its difficulties as she

did tluit evening. On every stepping
stone, each steep ascent, she lingered
in spite of her expressed desire for
haste, and each time his strong uiul
Kteady arm was at her service. She
tasted lo the full and for the tirst time

the sweets ol' lovijig dependence.
As for him. an lidmirai of the fleet
after a victory could not have been
prouder and happier. As any other
or
man would have done, ho embraced
improved the opportunity afforded him
by their journey up the hill to urge the
old commonplace that lie would so assist her up the hill of life, and so ou.
The Iterations of love never grow stale
to a lover, and the saying was not so
trite to her that it failed to give lier
the little thrill of loving Joy which
seemed, for the moment at least, to
tame he? restless spirit, that spirit of
mockery which
subtle yet merry
charmed yet drove him mad. She was
so unwontcdly quiet and subdued that
at the brow of the hill and
he

stopped

said, half in alarm, "Katharine, why so
■lient?"
She looked at him gravely, a new

not of laughter, in lier brown eyes,
in answer to his unspoken
thoughts: "I was thinking of what you
said about your orders. Oh, If they
should come today, and you should go
at
awny on your ship and be shot
and perhaps wounded, what

light,

saying

again

should I do?"
"Nonsense, Katharine, dear! I am
not going to be wounded any more.
I've something to live for now, you
see." he replied, smiling, taking both
of her hands In his own.
"You always had something to live

for,

even

before—you had me."

"And what was that, pray?'"
"Your country."
"Yes." he replied proudly, taking oft
bis laced bat. "and liberty. But you
go together in my heart now, Kute—

you and country."

All Humors

Âr· impur· matter· which tb· akin,

liver, kidneys

and other organ·

can

not take oar· of without help, there ii
■Qoh an aocnmalatioa of them.
They litter the whole eystem.

Pimple·, boll·, eesema and other
eruption·, Ion of appetite, thai tired
feeling, billon· turn·, fit· of indigestion, doll headache· and many other
trouble·

are

due to them.

Hood's Sarsaparllla
and Pllts

stand of arms, which are only promised after all."
"Would that I were a man Instead
of being a weak, feeble woman!" she
exclaimed vehemently.
"Ah. but I very much prefer you as
are. Katharine, and 'tis not little

Hood'· Saraaparllla promt··· to
our· and h—p· th· proml··.

SOOQ

UH

possible."

"Aftersupper, iny boy; after supper."
CHAPTER III.

ED
paced

!FT to himself for

a

moment,

colonel heaved a deep
sigh. He had a premonition
of what was coming and then
slowly up and down the long
the

hull. In bis early youth he had been a
soldier under Admiral Vernon witb
bis old and long deceased friend, Lawrence Washington, at Cartagena. Later
on he bad served under Wolfe at Quebec. A visitor, and a welcome one. too,
at half the courts of Europe, he looked
the man of affairs he was. In epite of

his advanced age he held himself as
erect and carried himself as proudly
as he had done on the heights of Abraham or In the court of St. Germain.
Too old to Incur the hardships of the
field. Colonel Wilton bad yet offered
his services with the ardor of the
youngest patriot to his country and
pledged his fortune, by no means inconsiderable, in its support. The congress. glad to avail themselves of the
services of so distinguished a man, bad
sent 1dm in company with Silas Deane

red facings, with α Mingle epaulet on
bis shoulder which denoted hie officiai rank. Ills blond hair was lightly touched with powder and tied after
the fashion of active serviee in a cue
with η black ribbon.
"Now, Seytuour, since you two truants have come at last, will you do me
the honor to band Miss Wilton to the
dining room?" remarked the colonel,

straightening up.

With a low Iwnv Seymour approached
the object of bis adoration, who after a
sweeping courtesy gave him lier hand.
With much state ami ceremony, preceded by one of the servants who had
been waiting In attention In the hall
and followed by the colonel nn I lastly
by the colonel's man, a stiff old campaigner who had been with him many
years, they entered the dining room,
which opened from the rear of the hall.
The table was a mass of M'lendid
plate, which sparkled under the soft
light of the wax candles in candelabra
altout the room or on the table, and
the simple meal was served with all

French government had agreed, though
to furnish arms and other
munitions of war through a pseudo
mercantile firm which was represented
by M. de Beaumarchais, the gifted author of the comedy "Le Mariage de Fi-

secretly,

garo."

The French had also agreed to
a
limited amount of money.
Rut, more important than all these,
there were hints and indications that
If the American army could win any
decisive battle or maintain the unequal
contllct for any length of time, an open
and closer alliance would be made.
The envoys had dispatched Colonel
Wilton from their number back to
America to make a report of the progress of their negotiations to congress.
This had been done, and General
Washington had been Informed of the
furnish

situation.

The little ship, one of the gallant ν es
sels of the nascent American navy. In
which Colonel Wilton had returned
from France, had attacked and cap
tured a British brig of war during the
return passage, «nd young Seymour,
who was the first lieutenant of the
ship, was severely wounded. The
wound had been received through his
efforts to protect Colonel Wilton, who

had incautiously Joined the boarding
party which had captured the brig.

\v!;h congress
After the interview
Colonel Wilton was requested to await
minier

...e

ιιιι»ι·

to

voti

his wealth and positlou ami Influence
in this country, to join the army In
New Jersey"- As she shook her head
he continued:
-I am sure, if he thought as I do of
vou. you could persuade him to anything but treachery or dishonor. His
calm smile of superiority vanished In

Hi·, ίου. η,m cuu:rreft ins nttire ana
was cia ! in t!:e becoming dress
of :i navnl lieutenant of the period.
He wore a sword, of course. and a
dark bine uniform coat relieved with
now

and Ilenjamfn Franklin as an embassy
to the court of King Louis, bearim;
proposals for an alliance and with a
request for assistance during the deadly struggle of the colonies with the
hereditary foe of France. They had
been reasonably successful In a portion of their attempt at least, as the

l1 riiiice, and, |»*iitlititr ihe resuit *f
the délibéra(iuiis of congress, after a
brief visit to the headquarters of his
that vou can do. You can inspire men old
friend and
neighbor. (Jeiierai
with your own patriotism, if you wil
Washington, he had retired to his esThere, for Instance. Is your friend lal tate. As a special favor lie was perbot If .vou could persuade him. with mitted to bring with him the wounded

lieutenant, in order that he might re
euperate and recover from his wound
in the pleasant valleys of Virginia.
That Seymour was willing to leave his
own friends in Philadelphia, with all

their care and attention, was due entireto his desire to meet .Miss Katharine
Wilton, of whose beauty he had heard
ηι uv-,
nil 1'Λ|Μ CBnilMl
and whose portrait, indeed. In her fa"Talbot! Hilary Talbot! Wliv. John ther's possession, which he had seen
<10 you know that lie le-well, tlio.v say before on the voyage, had borne out
that lip Is in love with me. Everybody her reputation. Seyuiour had been In
expects that we shall murrv some da ν formed since his stay at the Wiltons'
0 ·νο" 8W??
These old estates Join that lie had been detached from the
and
brig Argus and notified that he was to
"Kate. It Isn't true, is it? You don't receive orders shortly to report to the
care for him. do you?" he Interrupted ship Hanger, commanded by a certain
In sudden alarm.
Captain John l'aul Jones, and lie knew
"Cere for him? Why. of course I that he mi^lit expect Ills sailing orders
1 lia\ <.· i.i.own liim ever at any moment, lie had improved, as
care for him.
of his brief stay
eince I was a child, but 1 don't love has been seen, the days
him. Besides, he stays at home while to recover from one wound and receive
others are in the field.
Silly boy. another, and, as might have been exin love
would I have let you kiss me in the pected, he had fallen violently
with Katharine Wilton.
summer house if It were so? No, sir.'
There were also staying at the house,
We aie not such line ladies as 3'our
fi lends in the city of i'liiinilelphia per- besides the servants and slaves, young
Katharine's brother, a
haps. we Virginia country «iris upon riiilip Wilton,
uhom your misses look with scorn, lad of sixteen, who had just received
and was to
but uo man kisses us. and no man a midshipman's warrant
when he Joined
kisses me, upon the lips except the accompany Seymour
the Hanger, then outfitting at Philaone I—that I must—let me see—is the
vetShall you make me delphia. and 1 tent ley, an old and
word 'obey?'
eran sailor, a boatswain's mate, who
obey you all the time, John?"
from ship
"Pshaw, Katharine, you never obey had accompanied Seymour
to ship ever since the lieutenant was
least
at
father
so
says,
your
anybodya man who had but one
—and if you will only love me that will a midshipman,
the
sea; one hate, the Kuxlish;
home,
be sufficient."
attach"Love your The night had fallen, one love, his .country, and one
"Love you. ment, Seymour.
und no one was near.
Colonel Wilton was a widower. As
John!" She kissed him bravely upon
tlie lips.
'Once, that's for me, mv Katharine came down the stairway,
the finery her father had
own; twice, that's for niy country. clad in all
her
There is all my heart Come, sir, we brought back for her from Paris,
the old
must go In. There are lights in the hair rolled hiirh and powdered,
family diamonds, with their quaint
house."
of silver, sparkling upon her
"Ah. Katharine, end there Is light setting
snowy neck, lier fan languidly waving
in my heart too."
in her hand, she looked strikingly like
As they came up the steps of the
woman smiling down at
a

ly

The ulijfrt

high pillared porch which completely
covered the face of the building they
were met at the great door which gave
entrance to the spacious hallway extending through the house by a stately and gracious, if somewhat elderly,

gentleman.

There was a striking similarity, if
not in facial appearance at least in the
erect carriage and free air, Itetween
him and tlie young girl. who. disregarding Ids outstretched hand and totally

disorganizing

his

bow,

ceremonious

threw her arms about his neck aud
kissed him with unwonted warmth,
much to his dismay and yet not altogether to his displeasure. Perhaps he
suspected something from the bright
and happy facts of the two yount: people, but if so he made no comment,
merely telling them that supper bad
been waiting this long time aud bidfor
ding them hasten their preparation
the meal.

Katharine, followed by Chloe. lier
for
black maid, who had been waiting
to her
stairs
the
ran
up
hastily
her.
but
own apartments upon this signal,
turned upon the topmost stair and

waved a l^iss to the two gentlemen
who were watching her-one with the
dim eyes of «η old father, the other
with the bright eyes of a young lover.
"Colonel Wilton," exclaimed Seymour impulsively, "I have something
to say to you—something I must say."

"Not now. my young friend." replied
be
the colonel genially. "Supper will
and
served
nay. Is served already
only awaits 3-011 and Katharine: afterward we shall have the whole evening,
and you may say what you will."
—

—

"Oh. but, colonel"—

to

entreat

Go, Mr. Seymour,

and

make you ready. Katharine will return In a moment and It does not bèto
seem gentlemen, much less officers,
keep a lady waiting, you know. Philip
and Bentley have gone Ashing, and I
until
am informed they will not return
late. We will not wait for them."
I

pictured

them from over the mantel, but to the
sweetness and archness of her mother's laughing face were added some of
the colonel's pride, determination and
courage. He stepped to meet her and
then bent and kissed the hand she extended toward lilin with all the grace
of the old regime, and Seymour, coming upon them, was entranced with
the picture.

SIVLOCH
Shylock was the man who
wanted a pound of human
There are many
flesh.
Shylocks now, the convalescent, the consumptive, the

the pale young
all want human flesh

sickly child,
woman,

and they can gef
Scott's Emulsion.

it—take

flesh
Scott's
and blood, bone and muscle.
Emulsion

is

It feeds the nerves, strengthens
the digestive organs and they
feed the whole body.
For nearly thirty years
Scott's Emulsion has been the

great giver of human flesh.

We will send you a couple of
ounces free.

SCOTT * BOWNB. Chemist·,
New York.
409-415 Peai-Γ Street.
jk. And $un altdruggiaU.
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t

his itiliifntloii </<»r« hit, f.cr
luni'l

tin· clcgancc ami precision wbicb were
habitual with the gentleman of us tine
ii school as Colonel Wilton.
At the table, instead of the liulit and
have been exairy talk whieli
in the situation, the conversation assumed that grave and serious
tone which denoted the Imminence of
the emergency.
The American troops had been severely defeated at Long Island In the
summer and since that time had stiffened a series of reverses, being forced
steadily back out of New York after
losing Fort Washington and down

pected

through the Jersey», relentlessly pursued by Howe and Corn wall is Washington was now making his way slowly to the west bank of the IMawnre.
He was loving men at every step, some
by desertion, more by the expiration of
the terms of their enlistment. The
had
news
which
Colonel
Wilton
brought thivw a trail hope over the
situation but ruin stared them in the
lace, uni unies· something decisive
was
soon
accomplished the game
would be lost.

[TO

—

Bemove all hnmon, overcome all
"Nay, sir, do not lay upon me the
(their effect·, strengthen, tone and unpleasant duty of commanding a
invigorate the whole lystem.
guest when it is my privilege as host
"I bad salt rheum on my hand· ao that I
ooold not work. I took Hood'a Saraaparllla
and- it drove oat the hamor. I oontlnaed
lta aae till the aorea dlaappeared." M sa.
Ibâ Ο. Baomr, Bomford Fall·, Me.

"As you wish, sir, but 1 must bare
private conversation with you ax

souie

Λ
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Stitch In the Side.

A "stitch in the side" is the popular
and expressive term for a sharp stab
felt in tlie eld·*, an acute spasm, producing pain, like the thrust of a needle,
which is feit especially In the intercostal muscles. Probably its simplest
form is due to muscular cramp connected with respiration and frequently
brought on by violent exercise after a
full meal, in which there is a greater
accumulation of carbonic acid than can
be readily assimilated or carried off.
Such slight stitch is often removed by
stooping; hence the old time popular
was to make the sign of the

remedy

upon the foot.
Such a stile!· is also associated with
pleurisy, and then it is caused by a
stretching of the not uncommon adhesions between two pleuritic surfaces.
At other times the source is neuralgia.
In any case to persist in muscular exertion when the stitch Is severe Is to
cross

take

a

great risk.

i'rrdll Willi I'atviilirokrra.
That uicii can it nil do establish u line
of credit with pawnbrokers Ik a proposition beyond belief to tlie man who
has been ofTerinl only $20 on a watch
that tost ST."». The fact remains, howfaever. t!.:«t ::!! pawnbrokers have
mi their hooks who can
vor»· I

pal!···.::;
ahv...\s gc«

.iiuotnil of money they
want upon aim··' any old thing that
takes the s1i:i|m· of Jewelry or other
"hoekuhle" personal property. A local sport t: i·- ! tu r:.! .· -SoO on his spilt
second stop watch the other day and
less than the value of
was offered
Λ fric iid who has
the ι·:; ;e it riti .1.
an establislied credit took the same
watch to the same pawnbroker and
begot $7.*> on it without a question
It was the man. not the
asked.

ing
watch, that made the loan possible.—
I'hiladelphia Hecord.

Set finir Her Might.
Niwth Webster, the letirned compiler
of the well known dictionary, was an
unconventional man who loved his unwife was
coil vent ion;'I frleinls. but Ids
the
a stickler lor propriety. Once, says
what
Idler, the good lady left home on
was supposed to lie a prolonged visit,
to rebut some interference caused lier
her
turn unexpectedly, and she found
husband in his shirt sleeves, holding
carnival over strong waters In compafriends also la
ny with a number of
shirt sleeves. The shocked lady gazed
at this disreputable gathering for u moment in slleni-e. Then she said, "Well,
"No, my dear," said
I am

surprised!"
lexicographer mildly, "I
prised. You are astonished."
the

am

sur-

Bait.

Izaak Walton is the patron aalnt of
all good fishermen. Her· la his advice
·
as to bait: "Let your bait be aa big
red worm as you can find, without a
knot. Get a pint or a quart of them lo

evening in garden walka or chalky
commons after a shower of rain, and
washed
put them with clean moss wall
and picked and the water squeezed out
of the moss as dry as you can into an
earthen pot or pipkin set dry, and
the moss fresh every three or
an

change
four days for three weeks or a month
at
together. Then your bait will be
the best, for it will be clear aud lively."

©irtord

ïlic

gcmocvat,

Mr. Charlee Batee has been In Connecticut with his relatives for a couple of
weeks. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Bates, have sold their property there
and have co'me here to live with him
for the present. Mr. Bates is a carpenter
and has secured leave of absence from
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Editor· and
M. A

UkOHuk.

FORBES,

&

ATWOOD

the mill for a time and will superintend
the building of hie house. The work is
already under way.
The upper part of the Mooney house
occupied by L. B. Swan has been rented
to Mr. and Mr». Ora Marston, who moved in last week. During the past winter

Proprietor·.
A. E. Foiuua.

rwCHjl).

Tkhm —4I.SU it year If |uM atrktly In wlvtuce.
otherwise #.'.υυ a year. Mujcle coulee 4 cento-

Mr. Marston and his family have lived on
Curtis Hill with Mrs. Marston's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bacon.
Mrs. George D. Robertson went to
South Paris last Saturday to remain until after the W. C. T. U. county convention.
Oscar Kimball's little boy is sick with

All levai advertisements
AtiVaKTUKMKJITS:
arc tflven three cuuwrUve Insertions for #1.5o
per Inch In lenrth of column. Special contracta
ma·le with local, transient ami yearly advertis—

er·.

New type, fast presses, steam
Job Printino
power, ex|>er1eiice<l workmen an·) low price»
combine to make this department ot our buelnese complete au<t popular.
—

May 17,1".—County Convention
Soutn

Pari*.

W.C.T. I'.,

May Ά—Stale Prohibition convention, I'urtlau·!.
May JK—Annual meet'Pkc of < >xfordCo"nty Sun

"•lay

School Asportation. Mechanic Kalle.
June 1 —Democratic District convention. Auburn.
June 14.—Oxford Pomona Grange. Albany.
June l.V—iH-mocratlc staleconvention, Portland
June 15. 1*;.—Oxford Association of I'nlvert»allele. Bethel.
June £·. —Kepubllcau .-tate nult ruaiorlal con-

vention, Bangor.
Republican
July I
Paris.

couutv

convention. South

Republican

A

State

Convention
H ILL tit HfcLD

City hail,

l.N

Bangor.

Wed., June 29, '04

at 1 a· o'clock, tr. x.
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
tiovernor to l>e supported at the September
Κ lection, an·! for the transaction of such other
business art may properly come before It.
The liaels ·>f representation will be as fol
lows■ Kacii Itj, nm Md Plantation will be
• ntitled to one delegate. an·! for each 75 vote»
cast for the Republican caudidate for Governor
In WW. an additional delegate, aiul fora fractlou
of to votes In excess of 75 votes a further addl
tlonal delegate. Vacancies In the >telegation of
any City, Town or Plantation can only be title·!
by residents of the County In which the vacan
cles exist
The State Committee will be In session In the
re· eption room of the llall at l'i.S) o'clock P. M..
on the <tay of the Convention, for the purpose of
receiving the cre«lentlals of delegates I >e legates,
In or<ler to lie eligible to participate In the Convention, must 1»· electe-l subséquent to the «late
of the call for this Convention.
All electors ot Maine, without regard to past
political affiliation. who believe In the principles
endorse its
of the Republican Party, an·!
policies, are cordially Invité·! to unite un<ler this
call In electing i!elegates to this Contention.
Per « >lder, Republican State Committee :
Κ >1 SI M PsoN, chairman.
BYRON BOYD. Secretary.
ISM.
Mil.
Bangor, April
—

-—

l oiter thla call, the *v veral Iuwdd ami planta
Μ··ιΐι> In Oxford ( ounty will he entitled to the
nutuber of delegates jflv en below

Albany,

Α η· lover,
Bethel.

2
3

Canton,

1
1
$
I
2
3

Brownlleltl,
Bucktield,
Byron,
Denmark,
Dlxfle'd.

Krveburg,
Gtlead,
Grafton,

Norway,
<

4

>xford,
Paris,
Peru,
Porter,
Runt ford,
Roxbury,
Sumner,
Sweden,

lj>ton,

Greenwood,
Hanover,

1

Hartford,
Hebron,

1
2
2
1
4

ill ram,

Lovell,

M a.-*n,

Mexico,

1

Newry,

ate r ford,
Woodstock,

W

Charles II. Prescott was born in Barnstead. \. II.. August 5, 1857, his parents
removing to Wells, Me., the same year.
He attended Berwick academy and Bosread law with Judge
t<>u university,
N'atliauiel Hobbs of Xorth Berwick, the
veteran Judge of 1'robate of York county, an<l was admitted to the York county
bar in 1880. That year he purchased
the Biddeford Journal, and in 1884 established the Biddeford Daily Journal,
now one of the leading dailies of the
state, and has always been its pioprietor
and managing editor.
He was one of the promoters of the
Biddeford and Saco railwav, drew its
charter aud was early elected a director
The
and treasurer of the company.

change from horse power to electricity necessitated an entire re-equip-

of the road, and for a time the
prospect looked blue for the stockholdCol. Prescott increased his holders.
ment

ings until he had acquired a controlling
iuterest in the road. He was theu gen-

PLANTATIONS
Lincoln,
Magallowav,
Milton,

1
1

74

Total.

The Republican voters of the County of
< >xtord, lu the St^te of Maine, are
requested to
meet at the Court lloune at South Part*, on Frl
«lay, the Nt lav of July, Α. I». l;*>4. at 10 o'clock
lu the forenoou, tor the i-urpo^ of nominating
can< lb late* for the following couutv offices, to lie
supported at tin· Septemlier election, to wit
Senator. Judge of Probate, Register of Probate
« ountv Treasurer, CountT Attorney, one Couuty
( ommNsloncr, an·! Sheriff.
Also to choose »
Kciiubllcau Couuty Committee for the years iwC·
and l'jtm.
The ha.-·!* of représentation will lie as follows
Each town aii-l plantation organized for election
purpoHes will lie entitle·! to oue delegate. ami
for each ΤΛ vole· cast for the Republican candi
lute for Governor in W03 an a<l lltional delegate
ami fora traction of 4o votes in excess of 75
votes an a<l<lltloual <le legate.
The Republican County Committee will be In
wpaion at the gran·! jury room at the < ourt
House at South Paris, at :· o'clock on the morn
lug of the convention, for the purpose of recelv
lug the credentials of delegates
I *e legates In order to lie eligible to participate
In the convention mu*t lie elected sub?ei|uent to
the date of the call for thl* convention
Per order Kejiiibltcau County Committee.
Il II H ASTI NGS, Chairman.
ARTHUR Κ FORBES, Secretary,
ll«>4.
hated at South Parts, Maine, May

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Summer Hosiery and Cuderwear.
straw Hats.
Special Hug Sale.
The Hammock Season.
Meetings of State Assessors.
for Sate.
Hold Ρ late· 1 GlasswareThere Is a Great Difference In Drugs.
New Arrival of Summer Suits.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
For Sale.
Notice
Shake Into Vour Shoes.
Probate Notice.

ΓΗΚ OXFÛKl) BEARS.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

IN AU

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Paris Hill.

Haptt-t Church. Rev. H. H. Bishop,
I'reachlnic everv Sunday at II a. m.
Sumlay School at '2 M V. H. S. C. Ε. Sumlay
at 7 :3ti
First
I'astor.

Sabbath Kveulnn Service
afternoon at
m.
f
I'raver Meeting Thuretlav evening at
7 ,ίυ.
Covenant Meeting the last (Way befor»
the l*t Sumlav of the month at 2 30 p.m. All
not other wise connecte»! are conllally Invite· 1.
i'nlvc>rsalîst < hurcn. Rev. J. H. I.lttle. Pastor.
M
I'rea hlnic service every Sutnlay at U Α.
SiiO'Uv Schoo< at 1*2 M.

Tlie members of the Hillside Cemetery Association met at the Hubbard
House Saturday, the 7th. and elected the
following officers:
1'rcr.bleiit -<«e«> W. Cole.
H. l>. Ilamiiiou·).
^•H-retin
Treasurer—H R. Ilubbani.
Trustees—!>. K. Newell, U.
Kmnk It. Mammon·!.
—

II.

HeaM

ami

Treasurer Hubbard reported that he had
received a check from Walter G. Davis
of Portland for $250 to be added to the
of
fund of the association. A vote
thanks was extended to Mr. Davis for
on
the
his generous gift, and placed
records of the association. The fund is
a little over *1000.
Kdward D. Kyerson, wife and sou,
came front
Patersoo, X. J., last week,
and are at .1. II. Kawsou's for an ittdeli-

uite stay.
Mrs. C. L. Carter, who has spent the
winter in Bethel, came to the IIill last
week aud has opened the house here for
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Thome of Pittsburg, who were here all last summer,
arrived at Kltnhurst Saturday to remain
for the season. During the past winter
they have spent several months in Eu-

The Ciovernor Question.

a;ed

PRESCOTT.

I

I

West Bethel.

Bethel.
"The day η am! nights now warmer grow,
A n<t barbers sing this song ;
Rev. Win. Eldridge, formeily pastor
I
'Man wants but little hair below,
the
church,
M.
E.
of the
pulpit
supplie*!
Xor
wants· that l'ttle long.'
j
last Sabbath in absence of the pastor.
warm
him
a
!
friends
Mr. Eldridge's
save
"1 love the merry May.
i
Amnion* to be away
welcome.
I
In couee an<l dingle, where the flowers like stars
Gould
the
Academy
Saturday, May 7th,
are shining out,
To bear the sweet blnls sing,
hoys played η same of ball with the
in favor
Ami the gurgle of the spring
West Bethel resulting 28 to
I That gushes from its ferny bed, anil freshens all
of West Bethel.
about."
Mr. Garey has his laundry well esis receiving a liberal
tablished and
"The dainty feet of spring are seen,
In woodland and In valley:
Bethel people will apprepatronage.
She's donned a rolie of gold and green,
ciate this convenience and are assured I
And trips through m>e»y alley.
of satisfactory work.
Superintendent Hastings visited our
Judge and Sirs. Herrick and daughter
have recently left Home for Florence. I school last Tuesday *
Charles Buggies is now night watchMr. and Mrs. Mil grew are also in Rome.
Wednesday evening the M. E. Society man in the mill of Merrill, Springer & Co.
Mrs. Addie Lapham and daughter of
held a birthday party in Pattee Hall. A
visited relatives here last
very pleasing programme was rendered. Bethel Hill
Thursday evening the C. E. hung a I week.
Grace
M. Mills is teaching lier
Miss
maybasket to the Misses Grover which
The I first term of school on Swan s Hill,
was
tilled with useful articles.
capacity of the basket was large and Bethel.
Edgar H. Briggs has been visiting
many good wishes went with it too.
Misses Alice Billings and Belle Pur- relatives in South Paris this week.
Thomas Vashaw has moved from Maington attended Ben Ilur, Friday evening. anil Mrs. .1. M. Philbrook and Mrs. I son to this village.
The beautiful rain of last week was
Gleason attended Saturday afternoon.
Several of the teachers attended the gladly welcomed by fanners and river
I drivers.
teachers' institute at Oxford.
West Bethel lias a tine base ball ground
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Leach returned
I this season in Miss O. J. (irover's field
to Springfield. Mass., Saturday.
Next Thursday the ladies of theihrec I near the school house.
Some people are so busy meddling
societies will serve a supper in Garland
chapel dining room. The proceeds to with the affairs of their neighbors that
be given to the Oxford County Home for I their own business is neglected.
All kinds of buds are bursting into
Aged Women.
The Bryant's Pond Juveniles played lovely greenness, aud grass springs up so
with the Grammar School nine Friday. I rapidly since the rain one can almost
Score is to IT iu favor of Bryant's I'ond. I see it grow.

[

Mexico.
Greenwood.
Leslie O. Varney has cleaned, paperSo well do they remember the drouth
of last year, that some began to talk it ed and painted the inside of the Heed
I
P. Parquette,
again in a week after the storm, but the store, recently vacated by
rain Tuesday afternoon and the follow- making it much modernized in appearaud is going to open a cigar, fruit
ing uight euded their fears for the ance,
and periodical store. He is to have a
preseut. Vegetation is now just boomsoda fountain, also.
ing ; the cattle are apparently happy and
Last week we were favored with the
contented in the pasture, and man would
of many notables. A road from
be equally so with his lot were it nùt for presence
his inhumanity with which he has been the Staples neighborhood in Carthage,
to Mexico Corner, by way of the "Back
possessed ever since Cain slew his brothThe
But we are digressing, locals, not Kingdom," was petitioned for.
er.
county commissioners of Franklin and
theology, are wanted here.
I
No trees were planted here Arbor Day, Oxford County viewed the route, held
but two ladies weut off into the woods in la hearing anil refused to locate. An
search of Ma\ flowers, and succeeded in appeal from their decision was the cause
I of the gathering. Ο. B. Clason and A.
procuring a good supply of them.
M. Spear of Gardiner, with Lewis W.
The trail)·)# arliutu» In bloom,
Pendexter of Parsonsfield, were appointBmitliiu# forth lte sweet perfume.
Our visitors this week, thus far, were ed a committee to act on the appeal,
I. W. Swan ami wife, with their little and were four days at work on it. The
of the road iu Carthage emgirl, and Frank Brooks and wife. Mrs. opponents
Swan informs us that last winter she was ployed Ε. E. Richards of Farmiûgton to
attend to their side of the case. John P.
on the sick list for two weeks having all
the symptoms of the cauker rash and Swasey was attorney for opponents in
County Attorney Wing of
scarlet fever, and that was what the Mexico.
doctor called it, but be that as it may no Franklin County looked after the interests of that county, and George D.
one else of the family caught it.
Jesse Daniel sheared his goats Wed- Bisbee was attorney for the petitioners.
nesday, oue buck's tleece weighing over Many persons were here from near-by
six pounds. He found no ticks on them towns, and many witnesses gave testibut they were somewhat infested with mony for and against. The arguments
were made Friday evening at Rumford
lice, the like of which he never saw beFalls. We suppose the decision will not
fore.
made public until the sitting of court
A letter from Wm. J. Bryan the other be
in Franklin County at the September
day requested me to become an agent for terra·
his paper, The Commoner, and do my
,,
Willard Eastman was badly injured
level host to circulate it for the benefit
a
kick
from
one of his
the
8th
inst.
by
to
think
of democracy. I am inclined
could
Mr. Bryan is slightly mistaken in the heavy horses. Before a doctor
reach him he nearly bled to death. He
man and possibly also in his politics.
The mice seem to have done no injury is now on the safe side, improving.
Edwin Barrett, 80 years old, is conduring the past winter, but the moles tined to the
bed and dangerously ill.
have done some by throwing up nuMrs.
C. M. Kimball Is poorly, with
merous little mounds of dirt in the grass
but
little
expectation of recovering her
and other

Sunday School Association.
The annual meeting of the Oxford
County Sunday School Association will
at
be held in the Congregational chnrch
Mechanic Falls, Thursday, May 26.
Programme as
10:30.
10:45.
10:50.

follows:

a

matter of

people

congratulation

that

of Maine are awakened to the

Thayer

I

Maine News Notée.

School began Monday, May Oth, Miss
lleald teacher.
Mrs. Araminta Abbott is visiting her
She has
sister, Mrs. Hiram Howe.
spent the winter with her daughter in
Humford Falls.
Mr. G. H. Packard and family have
moved from the Dunham house to their
own home this week.
Mr. Colby Ring of Portland is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Cyrus Hazelton.
.James H. Packard is at work for Redding Bros, in theirbirch mill at Redding.
Dr. Ε. II. Andrews of Brunswick is
in town for a week of rest. He will try
the fishing in Pleasant Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ford are rejoicing
in the birth of a son on May 11th, 1904.
Miss Fannie Maxim is somewhat improved in health. She was able to attend church last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Dunham visited at
North Paris last week a few days. Mr.
Dunham brought home a tine string of
sixty brook trout. Mr. Carl Dunham
attended the store while they were away.
Mr. George Bowker of Lewiston came
last week to get his brood mare that has
beep wintered by Mr. William Bowker.
He stopped with K. P. Bowker.
There was quite a traffic in horses
here during the past week. Murphy
and Wilkins of Boston were in town and
bought a fine colt of Mrs. Julia Thorne
and also a horse of G. A. Chandler.
Charles Buck sold his pacer, "Jim Fiddler" to Lewiston parties, and bought
an excellent mare of Alvin Gerry.
K.
P. Bowker bought a horse of Mrs. Hannah Bates, George C. West bought one
of Mr. Fred Bonney and G. A. Chandler
bought one of Aaron Cox. This is more
"stir" in horses than has been at any
one time for several years.
Mrs. K. P. Bowker and Mrs. H. L.
Heath went to West Paris one day last
week to visit Mr. Ε. E. Tuell's family
who are ill.
Grace Farrar boards with Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson and attends school.

AFTKKMOON SK«HION.

"Benzine buggy" is one of the latest
names for the devil wagons that are getting so numerous, this spring.

Confidence

season are

to

have turbans and sailor

Styles that are always

shapes.

worn.

OUR HATS RANGE IN PRICE
FROM 10c. TO $2.00.
Plenty

Men's Crash and Duck Hats 25c., 50c.
for Children and Boys. Drop in and try
don't

care

styles

are.

for

you of

one

Ever

glad

couise

of Straw Hats

hats

our

If you

on.

want to know what the

new

goods.

to show

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY.

80TJTB; PARIS.

|

•-A.LAX

"Use Hyomei and be cured of catarrh,"
When a resay F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
A woman's club in Bowdoinham rebusiness house like this comes
sponsible
cently gave the gentlemen a banquet on out and advertises that Hyomei will not
dandelion greens, smoked herring and cost a penny unless it does all that is
old-fashioned Indian bannock.
claimed for it, it shows what remarkable
Mrs. Noel Caron of Lewiston was confidence they have in this .scientific
fatally burned in her home Monday medical treatment.
Λ complete Hyomei outfit consists of
night. She had placed a can of varnish
can be carried in the
on the stove to warm when in some way a neat inhaler, that
it took fire, and the bla/.ing fluid was pocket or purse, a medicine dropper and
and costs but $1.
spattered over her. She lived until the a bottle of Hyomei,
The inhaler lasts a lifetime and when
next morning.
of
extra bottles
Hyonlei are needed, they
Rev. Frank W. Sandford of Shiloh will can be obtained for 50c.
be tried a second time for manslaughter
This treatment does away with all disat the coming term of court at Farmingand dangerous stomach dosing.
agreeable
trial
first
ton. The jury disagreed on the
Hreathed through the Hyomei inhaler
in Androscoggin County, and a change for a few minutes four times a
day, it
of venue to Franklin County hae been
every particle of air taken
impregnates
of
motion
Sandford's counsel, into the air passages and lungs with
granted on
who allege that owing to prejudice in
germ-killing and health-giving balsams.
Androscoggin County it would be im- In this way it cures the most chronic I
an
obtain
to
impartial jury.
possible
and deep-seated catarrhal diseases of the
The body of a man was found floating air passages and respiratory organs.
The user is the sole judge whether
in Caeco Bay near Prince's Point TuesIf it
for or not.
day. It had apparently been in the Hyomei is to be paid
The body was does not help, F. A. Shurtleff & Co. will
water about a week.
later identified as that of Lorenzo D. cheerfully return the money and it will
Small of Litchfield, 23 years old and un- not cost a penny.
married. He had been in Portland about
STATE OF
three months, but had had no steady
BOAIIO OF STATE AlftKHSOKS.
employment. lie had no bad habits, and
AUGUSTA, Mat Uth. 1WH.
death is regarded as purely accidental.
Notice le hereby plvcn thai the State Assessors
In pceeion at the Court Hou-e In South
will
be
It is now expected that work will beParla, Wednesday, Mny J6th; anil at the Court
27th, at 0
gin on the Shiloh shoe shop about the lloi ne In Itumfonl Knlls, Prl'lay, Mav
middle of June. The plans are rapidly o'clock In the forenoon of each <lav. In the County
of <)xforil, to secure Information to enable them to
Frank
and
Rev.
approaching completion
adjust ami equalize valuations of all wIM laml
W. Sandford is making satisfactory property In the several townships In salil county
In accordance with the law of this State.
the
for
in
his
negotiations
progress
Board of
GEORGE POTTLE.)
necessary land, etc., for the building.
State
K.M.SIMPSON.
50
or
it
is
that
November
Assessors.
OTISHAYFORD.
expected
By
J
James I'i.ummkk, Clerk.
more hands will be at work turning out
shoes and the number will be increased
PARKER'S
as fast as possible.

IHAINË!

HAIR BALSAM

CleinK-i and tvautifiel the hair.
Promote* a luxuriant growth.
Never Faila to Bestore Gray
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
Cure. «catp di«rato. it hair tailing.
SOe, and | l.m at Dniggi.ta

of Gold

Assortment

Plated Glassware In the

County

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE.
Paris,

Quickl

Easy

few

Hyomei.

in

CUKES YOU OF CATAHItll.

Largest

quite.a

Many
very pleasing and becoming.
are so light weight one does
and
they
shapes tempt you
Then we
one.
not know what solid comfort is unless they have
The hats this

new

Ço.'s

NOT A PENNY NKKD I1E PAID UNLESS IT

While riding on a Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington railroad construction

Have sold

call.

commencing to have the the
already but have plenty for all.

are

train Friday, a section crew of men were
thrown off a Hat car by reason of a pair
of trucks jumping a «witch near North
Vaesalboro. Edward C. Roberts, aged
FOH SALE.
45, foreman of the crew, fell between
Hand raised Mocking-birds, fine whisttwo cars and received injuries from
German Canaries
which he died shortly after. The other lers -$10.00 each. Best
females $2.00.
males
Skylarks
were
men
merely bruised. Roberts choice $3.00,
songsters $0.00. All in full song.
leaves a widow and four children.
risk.
ΛΤ.3
C.
I),
at
Ο.
my
Shipped
The body of Patrick A. Drudy of RumF. E. SANBOHX,^
ford Falls was found floating in the dock
Denmark, Maine.
near the Maine Central ferry landing at
Hath Tuesday. It was supposed he fell
overboard and was drowned about midnight March 25th, at which time a watchAh no one was
man heard cries for help.
known to have been missing, an investiJust opened a big case of almost 1000
gation was not made. Drudy was born
of the popular gold plated glassin Ireland, and had no rotatives in this pieces
ware, about every thing made in these
country excepta sister in Massachusetts. beautiful
goods. Prices low, uothing
The Kennebec Journal says there is a more pleasing for gifts.
great demand for copies of the labor report. From the day the lirst abstract
of this report was printed in the Journal,
more than a month ago, requests have
been coming into tho office for the reSouth
Me.
port. As fast as these requests were
received a wrapper directed and placed
in its proper place, so that each book
and
is being sent in the order of the ro<iuest
for it. Mr. Matthews also had a letter
written to those asking for the books
Saturday.
Mrs. Laura Gammon, widow of the explaining the reason for the delay in
with
late Frederic Gammon, died at the home sending them out.
of her son, Winlield Gammon, in Otisfield, May 12, of heart disease. She
State Sanatorium at Hebron.
leaves two sons and four daughters.
To make the very best soap, simply
George Farrington of Welchville was
found dead in his bed Thursday morn- TDK ASSOCIATION DECIDES TO
I1EOIN
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cold
ing, May 12. Ile was in his usual health
lbs. of grease, pour the
UUILDINQ SOON.
water, melt
the day before.
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put
aside to set.
Hebron.
the
Gen. Selden
Oxford.

Arbor Day was observed by clearing
up and improving the grounds around
the school house.
A large delegation of the Pythian Sisterhood went to Portland May 5th.
Mr. Russell Hersey, of Livermore,
visited his brother, Dr. A. L. Hersey,
last week.
A number of ladies from the newly
organized Woman's Relief Corps at
Mechanic Falls visited T. A. Roberts
Corps. Refreshments were served.
Andrew Hayes has gone to Montana as
civil engineer.
Geo. Whitney, formerly a prominent
business man of the town, but for several
years an invalid, died May 0 at his home
in East Oxford. Ile leaves a son, John
Whitney of Lewiston, and a daughter,
Mrs. Tracy Richmond of Boston.
Rev. Mr. Newport will preach on Sunday on the "Relation of education to the
church," the subject being suggested by
the teachers' convention.
Mr. Trafton of Portland is in the store
of S. E. King «fc Co., Welchville.
Mr. Ν. T. Fisher is spending a week
in Poland.
Rev. Mr. Newport preached at Poland
Corner Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Goodwin's logs went over the dam

Soap-Making

BANNER LYE

j

SPECIAL RUG SALE,

\

Beginning Monday, May 16th, for one
week, every rug in stock will be marked

\

including I
I Axminster, Royal Wilton, Brussels, Smyrna, 1
Aubussom and Kashmir Rugs. Smaller |
All carpet size rugs

down.

§

rugs also marked down.
3.00

Smyrna

1.50

Axminster rugs,

2.25

rugs,

9S

opportunity

It is your

in all sizes at
Cash

$1.98

Axminster rugs,

$2 75

purchase

to

low

exceptionally

We

easy terms.

or

Wagon

$65.

prices.
pay freight.

ATHERTON FURNITURE CO,,
LEWISTON, ME.

NO. 220 LISBON ST.,
» A « ^
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5000 Rolls
Ready

*

Papers

:

Squares,

Our New Carpets, Art

Rugs, Mattings and Linoleums
nearly all in stock.

Are

We have the

and best line of

largest

samples in Tapestry and
Brussels ever shown in Oxford County.

cut order

Call

N.

and.

Bolster & Co.

Dayton
33

SOUTH

tlxem.

see

Mark.et

Square,

MAINE.

PARIS,

New Arrival
•s^_0F_^
f)„

green

■\

robes,

$3.25

to

is very

A first class boot and shoe

$2.75

Also a good line of
wool robes from $1.10 to

repairer

the

Store,

Norway,

31 Market

J

General

Jobbing.

job
promptly.
NOYES,

4

store.

Give

us a

w

ith

call.

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

Wr have

ri

Hosiery,

larger

a

line

~c

m~

Underwear

and Gloves

1

j

in connection

F. PLUMMER,

J.

$3.50.
James N. Favor.
Proprietor
Main StM

complete.

Prices 15c. to $1,50.

plush

$7.00.

stylish,

andcheap.

Straw and Crash

single

Fancy double plush

are

OUR LINE OF

Heavy double, plain

robes,

suits

dr» ssy, cool

Prices $4 50 to $10.

plush robe, $1.75

green and black

STRAW AND CRASH HATS.
These

riding

sized

SUITS, PANTS,

SUMMER

Plush Robes!
good

»

Inspection.--*

for

cheap.

A

j

rugs

[

I

[

Straw Hats

Discussion.
Bible In the Sunday School,
Mrs. Howard A. Clifford.
11 :fi0. Topic : The Average Superintendent and
How He May Rl-e Above the Average,
E. C. Bowler.
12:10. Breaking Bread Together.

1130.

Shurtleff

west Sumner.

HATS

HATS

MORNING SESSION.
Devotional Services,. Re v. F. C. Norcross.
Appointment of Committee·.
Topic: Tbe Home Department,
Bev. C. A. Brook*.

rope.
sons
Mrs. .1. Murray Quiuby and
and George of N'ewton, Mass.,
exercise of their prerogative and will are guests at O. A. Thayer's.
Connor,
vice-president,
The meetings of the l'aris Hill V. P.
decide for themselves whom they will
Pall Direction· on Every Package
Saturday, 7th, was a day of victories, presided at a meeting of the Maine SanaS. ('. E. will be changed to Tuesday
in
torium
Association
Portland
on the
of
chief
execuclothe with the mantle
for the Hebron boys: Hebron 1st and
Banner Lye is pulverized. The can
eveuiugs. N'ext meeting will be May
Rumford Falls scored 11 to 3; Hebron 2d[ 7th, with a good representation of thè
tive. The made-iD-advance methods of 24.
may be opened and closed at will, perand Norway, (J to 5; Hebron Juniors andI members.
Mrs. Tufts and Miss Nellie Tufts were
the use of a small quantity at a
the political machines appear to be getmitting
it
was voted to make
this
At
11
meeting
to
all
in
favor
of
Hebron.
Buckiield,
7,
at the Hill over Sunday.
It is just the article needed in
contracts at once for constructing* the time.
ting the worst of the battle this year,
It is safe to say the boys were happy.
It will clean paint,
household.
Lovell.
and this is as it should be.
A. M. Richardson and family have, buildings at Hebron. The work on them every
will follow very quickly. The plan is to floors, marl le and tile work, soften water,
moved
back
to
their
old
home
and
[
here
died
town
this
of
is
this
week
Mr.
McDaniels
The Democrat
Deau
presenting
have the main building up in four or Ave disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe#
are warmly welcomed.
the 10th inst. at the ripe old age of 86
a picture aud sketch of Col. Charles II.
there was a quiet little wed- months and ready to receive patients in
Write for booklet "C'scs of ΒαηηΦ
with
Tuesday
was
stricken
He
paralysis
without years.
Preecott of Biddeford, and,
a few days before his death, and did not
ding at Mrs. Melcher's, when her daugh- the early fall.
Lye"—free.
Dr. Nichols, the superintendent, will
ter, Miss Grace Melcher, was married to
prejudice to other candidates, frankly recover from its effects. His funeral
The Penn Chemical Works, Philadelphia
Mr. Toothaker of Phillips.
Rev. Dr. appeal to the people of the state and he
states that Col. t'reecott is its personal was attended the 12th iust. at his late
Charles Richardson & Co., Boston, Ma·*
Crane performed the ceremony. Only will begin this work with the intention
burial
The
Mr.
Shank.
hmue
Kev.
by
choice for Governor, while Mr. Fernald
near relatives were present.
Mr. and of inducing 100 menfo givq 31,000 apiece.
was
at the No. 4 cemetery with the
of Poland stands a close second.
Mrs. Toothaker left in the afternoon for The finance committee is also authorized
services of the Odd Fellows, of which{
For Sale!
to appeal to all the people of the state to
From such advices as have reached
their home in Phillips.
society the deceased had long been at
Sunday afternoon Dr. Crane, Judge contribute as liberally as possible to the
the Democrat office we infer that the member.
I have a nice
wagon, cost
Bonney, Prof, and Mrs. Sargent and Mrs. purpose.
The tishing season has opened in great
Used but a very little. Will
larger part of the Republican party of
The central building will be for the
Howe
attended
S.
C.
the
of
funeral
Hon.
the
ice
Since
on Upper Keazar.
Oxford County wiH give their support to shape
help and the nurses and in it there will sell very
George Whitney of Oxford.
went out there have been taken thirty
be a dining room while without a veranda.
either Col. Preecott or Mr. Fernald. In salmon,
A. D. PARK.
which
of
weighed l:J0t
twenty
For the present "shacks" will be put up
Brownfleld.
either case the state is assured of a pounds, or averaging 6 1-2 pounds each,
fishermen
Mrs. £. L. Frink has gone to Boston for the patients and these will be used
Governor who has the ability, the cour- ami there have not beeu many
until the association is able to build
for an indetinitetime.
>>n the lake.
Any one who tries seems
to
an
adand
the
give
age
disposition
Mr. Peabody and daughter have re- permanent buildings.
to get them.
They are caught, so far,
Dr. Nichols said he had visited all the
ministration that shall be for the benefit between
;
turned to their home aftar an absence of
the Centre aud upper part of
eanatoriums in the United State» and
a number of weeks.
the pond. A party of 16 men are expectof the people of Maine.
which the Maine
The band gave an out of door concert Canada and this one
ed front Boston Monday.
They will
Association is to build at Hebron will be
one
at
Β.
E.
Brown's
Mere and There.
Any
evening.
Wednesday
camps.
stop
S. J. & F. R. Staples are building a better than any of them.
L*oming can find at his place board, boats,
John Calvin Stevens, the architect,
large
shop to be used to manufacture was at the
!guides and suitable tishing tackle.
The announcement is made that the
meeting and submitted plans
Mrs. John Fox has returned from the
clothing.
town clock iu (Jardiner is to be changed
Farmers are busy getting ready to do for the main building.
at Portland, and is recovering
hospital
Which makes Uardito staudard time.
"We are aleo going to appeal to people
their planting.
well.
to furnish us with horses and cows,1'
uer appear a few
years behind the proThere is nut much change in the consaid
cession. The towus which cling to local
Dr. Weeks Saturday evening. "In
East Brownfleld.
dition of the sick ones about here, C. II.
time are few in number.
and
Frost Mt. Grange held its regular connection with this we have secured a
Davis, Trustum Knight
Roger
man to take care of the farm.
We are
Eastman.
meeting last Tuesday night.
land of 100
places.
ground
Rev. Mr. Hoyt is to deliver the address very fortunate i.n having
Maine's motto seems to hold good even
health.
acres or more—something which most
Caterpillars have already commenced
in the divorce busiuess. The ratio of
Albert D. Park from South Paris made Decoration Day in this place.
East Hebron.
for
building their tents, which proves that a
of Cornish filled the sanatoriums lack. It will be used
Rev.
Mr.
Davies
divorces to marriages in our state is reof
hours'
at
his
call
father'e
couple
The grass has grown very fast the past no matter how cold a winter may be,
fruit. There are also on the
pulpit of the Congregational church the raisingfour or tive
ported as 1 to 6, which puts Maine at week aud the farmers have good courage they hatch out in the spring all the same. Tuesday afternoon.
place
springs of as pure
the head, if that end of the list can be !
Caucus to choose delegates to attend 8th inet. and as usual gave a very able
to work.
water as there is in the country. They
Only two woodchucks have become state and
discourse.
considered the head. It is nothing to
convention
will
be
held
county
and
all
done
were
and
The ploughing is nearly
visible thus far,
dispatchwill all flow into the main building by
they
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Johnson are enterbe proud of.
the 21st inst.
t
the
ground will be ready for planting ed immediately after being discovered.
gravity which will be a very great advisitors.
taining
then
in
the
breed
after a few drying days.
woods,
Monday's They generally
We are well organized and at
near vantage.
The river drivers are working
Northwest Bethel.
Atom; with the choice of officers at rain was
come into the fields to forage, hence the
the meeting Saturday various committees
very warm but heavy.
here and staying at Hotel Uberty.
the September election, the people of
Ed Mason lias been ill in bed for ten
Mr. Albinue Bicknell is unable to labor difficulty in destroying them.
were appointed to have charge of the
J. E. Clement is having an addition
Maine will be called upon to vote on the
He is gaining
this spring and his wife has been quite
Pearl Whitman had the measles a few days with the grippe.
farm, of the finances and of the buildbuilt to bis store.
question of raising the salary of mem- sick the past week but gaining.
weeks ago, then took cold causing more now.
the
Richardson Bros, gave a dance at ings. We need money not only for
bers <>f the legislature from #150to$:J00
Mrs. Win. Chapman has gone to New
The sick are all on the gain and have serious trouble, eo that now his recovery
but aleo for furnishing the
buildings
Hall
last
foi the session. Although the past sevnight.
Friday
ridden out once or uiore.
is considered doubtful.
Hampshire to care for her aunt who is Bradbury's
rooms.
We also need money for furnishA number from here attended the
.eral legislatures have done an extensive
<
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence liolbrook of
The funeral of Mrs. Denuis Herrick ιrecovering from pneumonia.
band concert at the Centre last Wednes- ing free beds for the poor. The general
business in raising the salaries of all
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Verrill visited
Auburn recently passed a day with her occurred Suuday at her home, and her
plan of the institution will be similar to
kinds of officials, the oue salary which
of Uie Totter Harness
night.
day
remains now lie beside those of her bus- <old friends here last week. They are
cousin, Mrs. John Harper.
that of the Maine General Hospital."
the members haven't, dared to touch
ι
at Oxford.
are in full bloom band who died about fourteen years ago. now
garden
Early
plants
Hiram.
The present legislature
was their own.
The Keeley Institute in Portland, Me., 91
Allie Morgan and wife of Bethel were
and
thrifty. But very few plants She leaves two sons and one daughter.
managed to work itself up to the point were very
Mr. Charles E. Hill of Brownfleld, who on Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing
of Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Morgan the
winter killed.
guests
of preparing a bill and submitting it to
lias bought the farms of William E. drunkards and drug users.
*
8th.
Mrs. T. L. Rogers has potatoes in
East Sumner.
The increase ought to be
the people.
junOftly
A man was injured at Leighton's "log Sargent and Mrs. Charles H. demons, is
IF YOU WANT TO GET A QUICK 8aLE
boxes for transplanting 12 inches high of
the
line
en
is
hundred
dollars
cerare
Three
granted.
going up
Sportsmen
Several
Send for our free description
one kind and 9 of another.
rolling1' recently, bo he was obliged to soon to erect a steam mill in the vicinity
0%
with
commensurate
more
than
for
no
route
the
Raugeleys.
tainly
to saw the hard wood lumber.
M
blanks.
PROBATE nOTICES.
have cucumbers, corn and beau s to
'
up work.
We require no payaient In
the service which ought to be expected
The ice left the big lake on the 10th give
Mr. Ormond S. Spring has sold his To all persons Interested In either of the estate*
Mrs. H. N. Upton an<T Mrs. Charles
advaucc.
:
of our legislators. The argument against transplant.
named
hereinafter
inst.
,
Valentine were in titfs neighborhood Buck farm to Mrs. Samuel L. Clemone,
We
uee our own money to
John Harper on clearing up his Held
▲t a Probate Court, held at Rumford Falls, In
The Kangeley Lake House opens on
it, and the only argument, is that plenty came across a
f Hf
who will soon remove to it, vacating the and
advertise your property.
calls the 7tli.
,
for the County of Oxford, on the second
pipe that carried the water the 15th,
J. B. Marble writes that making
Over
30o «ale* In Maine since
of men cau always be found to serve at
and
oldest house in Hiram, built prior to Tuesday of May, In the year of our Lord one
into his barn. The family that lived on
1901 to men (rum 20 states Is our guarantee
the smaller salary; but that is not a sufthe big house this season will be second
1800 and occupied ever since by some thousand ntne hundred and four. The followthat farm twenty year* never knew of it,
methods
to
that
our
are right.
North
you
Stoneham.
ing matter having been presented for the action
Members of parliaficient argument.
to none in New England.
member of the Bucknell family.
If you want to buy a farm get our FREE
nor do any of the neighbors have a recol:
hereinafter indicated, It Is hereby
thereupon
Fred McKeen from Meohanio Falls
ment in England serve without pay, and
It
will
tell
Our local sports are having good sucis
Catalogue.
Thomas
0.
ι
you where the barCapt.
Spring
nearly Orduucd:
lection of it.
ι
and
Mr. Bowers from Hyde Park, Mass., blind. He is 86
gains are and save you time and money.
no vacancies are reported for lack of
That notice thereof be given to all persons Incess in the brooks since the rains.
yeara oldWillie Packard
Bean and
1) M. FRENCH, Norway, WILL FROTHSylvanus
of
this
order
be
a
to
terested
1
been staying at H. B. McKeen's
by causing copy
candidates. The American plan is differSince the copious rain fall of last week, have
ING HAM, So. Paris, E.O.ALLEN, Hiram,
have each a boy from oue of the Massapublished three weeks successively In the Oxa
The bill increasing the salary also
are more hopeful and probably and
ent.
Local Agents.
fishing for trout They caught over
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
chusetts homes. The boys are brothers. planters
East
Waterford.
E. A. 8TROUT Farm Amener,
t
two
hundred.
a good acreage of sweet corn will be put
Paris, in said County, that they may appear at a
provides that the members shall accept
160 Naseau St, New ^ ork City.
ι
to
be
held
at
on
Probate
Court
sick
for
Otis
Martin
has
been
a
is
her
Fryetmrg,
Mrs.
Ina
Hilton
from
the
for
in.
no passes
very
parents,
railroads, and
visiting
A.
D.
first
of
at
9
of
the
the
June,
IBOt,
Tuesdsy
Dkkvale.
IFortnight and Wednesday morning had a
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Gammon.
this reason alone the measure should be
Hon. W. W. Stetson is expected to 1
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
Li h wood Sawyer was at home from ι ilight shock. He cannot live lone.
A School Improvement League has address the grange on Saturday, May 28.
they see cause.
approved, that the members may be
freed from any suspicion of being affect- been organized in our school.
Memorial Day servicee at the Congre- ILovell a few days last week.
Ray Johnson, who has been with Pride MARTHA C. CHICK, late of Hiram, c'eceasAlice Bean and two children are at 1 Bros, for some weeks, went to Portland ed;
ed by the least obligation toward railThe remains of Rollins
Hammond, Rational church with W. S. Robinson a·
will and petition for probate thereof pre(
e
ILeonard Gammon's.
road corporations.
by Edgar L. Flint, the executor therein
who died in Auburn last February, were the speaker.
rnesday with the Intention of going to sented
AU kinds of
work with man
1
named.
Rev. B. P. Turner preached to his
brought here last week for interment in
Ralph Adams' little daughter, Angie, ](forth Dakota.
md
horse
done
FRANKLIN M. DREW,
The doctor finds Mrs. Miller baa three
ii staying with her grandmother, Mrs.
The ice went out of both Moonehead the family lot in the upper yard.
former parishioners at East Sumner on is
J
of the Probate Court for Androscoggin
Judge
S
and Mooeelucmeguntic Lakes eAly last
E. G. Child has finished work for J. the 8th inst. All were glad to again Sylvester
Adams, while her mother ι 4ba splintered on the inside.
L. E.
(
Cooaty, acting la Interchange.
week, and great joy came to many tisher- A. Putnam.
welcome him. He addressed the Odd νvisits her parental home Id New Bruns-1 Myron Keen has been in town visiting
1
A true oopy-attest :
Gothic
South
Paris.
Street,
1
D.
da
ALBERT
meu.
κ
wiok.
R. S. Tracy recently lost a good cow.
PARK, Register.
Fellow· at Buckfield on the same date,
brother, Geo. H. Keen.
It is

the

BLUE 8TORE8.

1 30. Promise Meeting,
block plant at West Raris.
l*ed by Bev. Mr. Newport.
A rare and somewhat remarkable
Norway Lake.
1 45. The C raille Roll,....Mrs. W. II. Whlttler
Memberttof the Convention.
event has recently transpired here, an
by
talk
a
Questions
to
listened
About forty people
amateur association of bridge builders.
Primary Work, Its Importance, and
by Rev. Mr. Ridqout, Thursday evening, 2 30. Some
Méthode Suggested,
Shaw's bridge over the East Branch of at the school house. It was about his trip
MissCassie Chambers, Portland
I
the Nezinscot River is a bridge of no to Washington, and was enjoyed by all.
Discussion.
it
mean proportions, and at high water
Mrs. D. C. Barrows and Miss Louisa 3:15.
Teachcrtraining in the Country
Topic: school.
requires men of level heade to repair Chamberlain of Norway visited at F. E.
Sunday TeachcrV M ectl
such wrecks, hence" Merritt Parsons, Pottle's and W. S. Partridge's last week.
ngs,
(a). By
Rev. C. L. Parker.
chairman of the board of selectmen, in
John Kneeland has gone to Waterford
Normal Work, Bev. B. F. Turner.
(b).
By
his 82d year, and Harnden Allen, nearly to
help his sister, Mrs. Henrietta WhitDlrcusslon.
"
χ
SI years of age,
'jined drives'' and re- comb, on her farm.
4:15. Some Needs of our Sunday School Work
safe
a
to
stored the shattered bridge
meet
will
Club
Woman's
Lake
be
Should
that
Met,
Norway
Rev. Charles N. Uleason
structure.
with Miss Ellen Partridge, May 18th.
4:45. The Place and Importance of Evangelism
At the village school there is a rule
Rev. B. 8. Rldeout.
in Our Work,
existing at recitations of the juveniles
East Bethel.
5:10. Report of Committees.
that when one scholar asks a question,
Recess.
Mr. George Rich from Berlin, Ν. IL,
another scholar is delegated by the teachEVENING SESSION.
visited here last week.
At one recitation the
er to answer.
N. IL, β :45. Pralfe Sorvlce,
from
Kimball
C.
C.
Mr.
Milan,
Under Direction of Church Choir.
matter of the landing of Columbus was
with his horses is working for Z. W. 7:15. Address : The Bible Come ιο Stay,
under discussion, that he allowed only a
Rev. Smith Baker, D. D
in his mill in Rumford.
Don Bartlett
part of his company to land.
Closing Sung and Benediction.
a quantity of
has
sold
Katie
Ilolt
Mrs.
Withington asked why they were not all
to Carter & Co.
allowed to land. Storah Cole was dele- pressed hay
Born, May 8, to the wife of Elmer
&
F. A.
gated to answer. Sober as a deacon he Trask,
a daughter.
replied, "I don't know, I wasu't there."

Mrs. J. C. Cousins has finished work
for Mrs. Daniel, who is now able to be
about the house, and gone to work for
Mrs. Small.
R. L. Cummings has moved from South
Paris to hie farm on Curtis Hill. Frank
Vetquorskey, who has carried on this
farm for some time, has gone to South
Paris to live on a farm.
Mr. Ned 1. Swan and Miss Ada M.
Briggs were married on Thursday evening, May 12, at the home of the bride's
mother, Mrs. Mary Ellen Briggs, the
ceremony being performed by Rev. D.
F. Nelson. Only the immediate family
of the bride and groom were present.
The bride was charmingly dressed in a
dainty white gown and wore lilies of the
valley. After the ceremony a lunch of
fruit, ice cream and cake was served.
The happy couple were the recipients of
many pretty and useful gifts. Mr. Swan
is a well known and respected young
man of Bryant's Pond, and Mrs. Swan is
H.
one of our talented young ladies, having
bauk of Biddeford and a trustee of the for several years been a very successful
Our community will
York County Savings bank.
school teacher.
It is in politics that Col. Prescott is unite in wishing them a long and happy
best known outside his owh county. married life.
Few men iu the state have a wider acBryant's Pond.
quaintance than he. lie has served in
both branches of the legislature, was on
Mrs. Edwin Cole is slowly improving.
Governor Cleaves' start' two terms and is Mrs. Andrew Hill of Norway is caring
now serving a second term in Governor for lier this week.
Hill's council, of which body he is chairMrs. and Miss Kinsman arrived this
When elected to the legislature week at Birehmere.
man.
he was the youngest member of
in
Mrs. Lizzie Day and son ilarry were
that body. From 1887 to 18i>l he was iu town last week. Harry has purchased
he
in
of
1888
York county;
Mr. and Mrs.
treasurer
Gibbs Wyman's farm.
was a delegate at large to the Republican Wyman will leave town in a short time.
national convention and served on the
Mrs. Pearle Muller of South Watercommittee of resolutions of which Major ford is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
McKinley was chairman. While in the James L. Bowker, this week.
The Baptist society is raising funds
state senate he was chairman of the
York county delegation. He was chair- for a church bell.
The Juvenile base ball nine played a
man of the Republican city committee in
ltiddeford four years and has seen long match game of ball with the Bethels
service on the county committee.
Friday.
Miss Lena Felt has gone to West 1 οPrescott would make a good governor. I
His wide business experience and his ι land as stenographer for Fernald, Keene
service in house, senate and on the gov- I & True Co.
ernor's start and cabinet, would insure a I The rent over the post oitace is nearing
wise and businesslike administration of completion and the buildings are now
public atïairs. He is strictly temperate, I receiving a coat of paint.
an all-round ''good fellow," with a pleasGuy Wentworth of Bates College will
ing personality, a keen sense of humor I deliver the address Memorial Day. Rev
and a care for the feelings and welfare I G. B. Hannaford of Kumford Falls will
of those with whom he comes in contact. I preach the memorial sermon May 20th.

3

REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION.

NEW

HON. CHARLES

eral manager and treasurer. He brought
about the combination with the Portland
Railroad company, whereby the stock ol
the local road was carried above par
local coin
2 He is now president of the
2 pany.
In addition to his other business du
1
First National
2 ties, he is a director of the

5
1
i

Stow,
Stone ham,

Mr. Walter Powers is Buffering a severe illness from congestion of the liver,
has
Two ladies from Martha's Vineyard, and fais father, Augustine Powers,
while fencing a
one a sister, and a friend, are visiting cut bis foot so baaly,
week ago, that he has to walk with
Rev. Mr. Athearn.
for
Mr. Athearn was called to Lisbon to crutches. It is all very unfortunate
the family.
attend a funeral the first of the week.
a
resiMr. Jonathan Smith, formerly
Bobert Tyler and Eugene Record and
if
their families left town for the lake dent of this town, is lying very ill,
in his home in Bethel. He is an
situaliving,
have
where
they
region Thursday,
man, and the end seems very near.
tions engaged.
is children from a distance have been
Ernest Damon had an auction Thursday preparatory to his removal to Nor summoned home.
Llewellyn Ramsell is very much imridgewock.
has
Rumor has it that Luther Irish and proved in health though the grippe
Herman Wardwell have purchased a die eft him very weak, indeed.

spinal trouble.
Born May 6th, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Small's
D. Small, a daughter.
mother, Mrs. Oldham, from Livermore
Falls, is with her.

Coming Event».
ol

Newry.

Backfleld.
Weit Paris.
Mrs. Louise Holmes bas relumed from
Mrs. Rebekah Bryant has been spending a few days with Mm. Nellie Bryant. Portland where she has been nursing.
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than

we

have ever carried, AT ALL PRICES.

OUR MILLINERY
is

displayed

for each

lady

to

inspect.

MBS. E. A. HOWE,
MARKET
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JBrmocrat

«ïford

i'hc

the gathering, and that
are notable
rather for their gay and festive styie than
as contributions to the classical literature
of an institution of learning.
I'HODICTIONS |
LENGTH Y
SOMEWHAT
It is but fair to state, however, that
TO
THAT these
VARIETY
WHICH
GAVE
incidental
songs were but an
feature of the celebration, which was
OCCASION.

SOUTH PARIS.
•
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School
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Sunday
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K. at ». r. R. ; Church prayer meettng on
I· »
7 30 o'clock. AU, not other
Τ
sday evening at
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Mci:»>IIst Church, Kev.A.W. Pottle, Pastor
9 JO a.
u lav, morning prayer meeting,
Schoo
mm hln^ service 10 ·45 a. r.; Sabbath
m
6 15 r.
Meeting,
worth
Κ
League
u
ρ
urarer
7
p.
meeting
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»' prayer meettng
iv evening; clae* meeting. Friday evening
Kev. H. S. Pltikhani, Pastor.
s list Church,
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^
{.reaching service 10:*5 a.
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ρ raver meeting 7 00 P. R.;
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Tueedav evening.
ι. cr meeting
Pastor.
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7
service,
P. M.
3:30
Evening
at
School
i>

AT ITS SEMI-CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION AT

STATKU RK4.T1NOS.
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Can we forget our father land,
Where lowers the (-lately pine
Beneath who·e «bailee the ie«l n
In aiiM lang ->j no?

,r>.'lav evening of eacn wee*.—Auron
leM.'tlret and third Monday evening!
·. month.
Mouut Pleasant Keliekah Lodge, No
Κ
of eacl
et» second and fourth Friday»
la Odd fellows'Ball.
meett
No.
14s,
Po»t,
Kimball
W.
K.
ν Κ
.ind third Saturday evenlug» of eacl
Hall.
It.
A.
o.
lu
ι:ι,
Κ. Klin bull Kellef Corp» meet» dni
evening» of each month, li
ilrI
I

u-t

Can we forget the g'aeay lake,
Where erst we dropped the Hue,
The *prlug that use»I our thirst to slake
lu auld lang syne?

tirarige

|

Can we forget those stuply sires,
With heaits of llrtn design.
Whose sou's glowe<l bright with
In auld lang syne?

■

will work the
.;:«■·· ;»r their next meeting.

t

have
liluck

mil his niece. Mies Ε val
Lewistun, have been quests
.1 flue Wilson's fora few days.
\

ι. ..Is were suspended on Friday,
ίν ; not (juite all tlie teacuers
·> u hers" convention att>x

>,

>rd.

:

Miii

:>

I). Kobertson came from
Saturday morning, and will

until after the W. C. 'Γ. Γ.
Dveutiua this week.
'κ-re

ii

(..u.ci Cheer «ill meet Wednesday
in the ladies' parlor at the
>u
o'clock. Λ
church at
!
I attendance is desired.

An<l those huge rooks there stiewn about,
As If without ileslgn,

and
:ty from South Paria
from Norway went on the
to l.ewiston Friday evening
rr.i
lien Hur at the Empire Theatre.
t

\

:

r more

·■

μ

\·

we forget the wild green-wood,
U ο pierced by summer's shine.
Where oft we roved, lu merry inood,
In auld lang syne;
And sought the fruit that clustered there,

Can

the regular meeting of the Sisterthe 1st decree was conferred on
andidatee. Ket'reshnients uf sherbet
crackers were served at the

fancy

lose.
Ν:

Can we forget good parson Tripp,
Who preached so foug and Une.
And la»lied us with tils gospel whip
In auld lang syne?

Κ««therC., wife of Henry Bradof Kim Hill, died Sunday, the Sth,
ν

;',«·

hospital

in Lewiston

where she

And good old deacon Barrows
With whom we used to dine,
A very merry, hungry crew,
In auld lang eyue?

funual
,.iuf for treatment. The
.•Id .it her late home on Wednesday.
the
at
Tin· sermon next Sunday
will lw on the
iversalist church
Sermon
! »le of the Prodigal Sou."
Seats
All are welcome.
t·. m.
Collection for current exfree.

Can we forget that muddy pool.
Where bulfrogs suug so Une,
And kept all night their sluglng s<
lu auld latig syne?

\
•

\

>m.iller number than usual sat down
the
tsr supper for the season of
1 Cheer Society Tuesday evening.
lass entertaiument was given
: rst

liter the
audience.

supper,

with

a

hool,

an we forget those h»ppy hour»
When, brothers, we did join.
And trv our Tyrociaic powers
In auld laug sj ue?

fairly good

Klisha C. Oilman died Thursday night
from the
it the home of A. M. Yates,
Mr. Oilman
n ts of a paralyticshoek.
\> is a
nephew of Mr. Yates, and came
•re to make his home from Newton,
Mass., only about six weeks ago.

we

Next Sunday evening at the Cnivers:»list church the subject will be. Our
Uuliug Aims: What are They? Are they
Leader.
< hristian? Reference. Mat. ti,
Mrs. Little has for
Mrs. .1. II. Little.
worker
years been an able and interested
in
the church, Sunday School and
Y. P. c. u.
has
Mr. W. W. Stover of Farmington
is
Itought the Will Henry place, lie
boarding with Mr. Henry for the present,
is
will move his family later as his wife
is
ariug for her sick mother now. He
Plummer's
occupying a room at J. F. and
shoes.
where he will repair boots
He has the reputation of being a tirst« lass workman.
It is definitely arranged that the Memorial Day services of Win. K. Kimball
A. K., are to be held this year
i'ost,
it West Paris—the sermon on Sunday,
the liVth, and the general exercises on
the oUth. The address will be given by
Kev. J. II. Little of South Paris. Detailed arrangements are not yet made,
but will lie announced uext week.
of Paris

George S. Stearns, formerly
aud (juite well known here, died Friday
night, thetith. iu Atlanta. Ua.. of pneumonia. Mr. Stearns' home had been in
Atlauta for sVveral years, though he
of the
spent much time in other parts
to
country, and was au occasional visitor
I'aris. He is survived by oue brother,
Harry L. Stearns of Atlanta, aud other
m ore distant relatives in Paris aud elsewhere.

to the wife of Fred

There is Un unclaimed letter at tlie
post office for L. 1). Foster.

Well, yes,

really

seem

we

to

have all the raiu we
need for the present,

Sad Accident to Hobart A.
41.11*3

UNDKK
ANI»

TUK
L08ES

NoKWAY
A

KSdl.VK

1
IIK1II
PARIS

17,

is

time since.
Mrs. W. II. Warren of Los Angeles,
Cal., over seventy years bf age, after an
absence of nearly twenty years, is visitiug her sister and relatives for the sumShe went to California over forty
mer.
years ago. She made the trip north
alone. In the fall Mr. Warren will come
here and return with his wife.
Clara W. Smith, Paris Street, while
cleaning house, fell and broke her right
She is as comfortable as can be
arm.
some

Mr. and Mrs. ThomaR Smiley started
for a drive across country to tho old
Smiley home at Clinton, where they will
enjoy their two weeks' vacation from

RUMFORD FALI.9 HIGH

the

0.

Rtore.

Mrs. Geo. H. Bennett returned from
her daughter's, Mrs. F. M. Davis', at
Mechanic Falls, Saturday. Mrs. Davis
will visit lier parents for a few weeks

FOOT.

Friday aftornoon at the fair grounds
thank you.
Parie ITi^h School defeated Ituniford
will visit
Paris Lodge of Masons
Hobart A. Kenney, uf South Paris, Falls
lligh School by the decisive soon.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Whitman have reGranite Lodge at West Paris Wednesday who lias been fireman on the Norway ligures
{
of 17 to 0. The score in detail:
terminatturned from the south.
evening of this week.
engine during the winter run,
I*. H. 8.
ed his railroad work most unfortunately
Hazelhurst, the property of Λ. W.
Λ party of six, including Wm. I*. MorK.
A.
A II. R. Β II. I* Ο.
has been opened by Edith and
Wednesday night by losing his left foot. Britfi;-. l b
U
0 Gould,
3
1
5
4
ton. George R. Morton, Clarence G. Mor0
Kllen Morrill, of Maiden, Mass., sisters
He was a spare tireman, taken on for Fletcher, c
4
1
4
14
.5
ton. F. A. tleidner, Lester Whitman and
1 of Mrs. Gould.
1
8
3
2
6
We understand they
the winter season, and expected to be Kerry. 3-b., 2-b
1
Mr. .St ill well of West Paris, have been
0
4
2
3
4
<Cole, ρ
Hazclhurst
summer boarders.
relieved in a week or two.
0 will take
3
1
1
Concord.
5
2
3-b
at
few
a
days
Kitlcld,
p.,
Camp
spending
0 was at one time the property of Dr.
When the train was at Norway, after Vonk.c.f
5
1110
They report fair success trout tishing.
0 Hazeltou.
3
110
0
runniugover from the evening train Wed- Record, li
0
0
1
0
1
5
2
r.f
Λ good representation of the Knights nesday, Mr. Kenney started as usual to Penfold, s.sb.,
0
1111
5
Bennett,
would
church
ο
of Pythias attended the annual
0
1
0
0
1
Chance Comment.
put out the front headlight, which
Wheeler, R., r.f
service of llaiuliu Lodge at the Congre- be no longer needed, as the engine come#
3
18
7
27
44
17
Total*
down
The
lie
afternoon.
end
to.
back the other
got
gational church Sunday
It. P. H. 8.
and
sermon was by Rev. Charles W. Fisher from the cab to the station platform
No, gentle reader, you may think that
AH. K. H.ll P.O. A. K.
was
three
of
the
moving
The graves
The eugine
went forward.
of Portland.
long strip of engraved paper ou the en0
4
2
5
1
7
c
Isnielsou,
1-b.,
1 velope which you just took out of your
2
0
3
deceased members of the lodge in River- forward slowly, almost stopped. In get- Thlbodeau, p.. 2 b
5
1
0
3
but ting on to the front end of the engine, Stanwood, s.8
110
3
were decorated,
office box is one of the revenue
side Cemetery
0
0 post
0
8
0
5
1-b.. 3-b.,
which are wound arouud cigar
owing to the rainy weather no service he slipped (he thinks it was on a banana Smith,
0 stamps
110
0
4
I f., ρ
Hassett,
It's
was held in the cemetery.
11112 boxes to seal them; but it isn't.
4
p-jel), and his left foot went down di- Carroll, 2 b.. l.f
0
2 one of the new ishue of postago stamps.
0
0
3
4
in frout of the wheel of the pony' Merrltt. c., 3 b
'•Where do all the people go to?" ex- rectly
0
10
3
10
r.f
truck, which passed over it. lie caught Stelnfluld,
1
0
0
2
4
1
Burdett, c.f
claimed a man who travels considerable
hold of the boiler brace with his hands,
A Russian newspaper has been pubhimself, as he stood on the station plat6
7 24 10
front being drawn
37
Totale
himself
saved
and
form Saturday morning and watched the
lishing a long statement as to what
Score by Innings.
farther.
under
should be Russia's action after the war
people swarming to the train. Where1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9-Total |
The wheel passed diagonally across
with regard to the territory which is tho
ever they go, from now till well into the
2 4 0 3 0 1 2 x-17
heel
and
crushing
7.5
ankle,
P. H. S.,
Mr.
Kenney's
of the dispute. And now a distall travel will be heavy, and those who
cause
0—6
3
0
0
0
1
0
I
1
Ruin
for
...1
Fall*,
skin
very
them badly but breaking the
watch the principal daily trains will see
Thlbodeau
Japanese statesman has been
Cole
Flfleld
2,1
tinguished
out
U,
Struck
5,
email
by
a
quantity
little, and he lost only
on balls off Flfleld 3. Colo 1, submitting to an interview and declaring
just such swarms of people, with an ot blood. He was examined by physi- Has»ett5. Ilaiae
Thlbo'lenu 4, llassettl. Three-base hit Flfleld. what
South Paris is
extra rush on Saturdays.
Japan will do regarding the same
cians and they thought it might be possi- Two-base hit leraelson
Umpires Hathaway
Both of which
a lively station in the summer.
2 territory after the war.
ble to save the heel, but considered it ami Cotton. 8oorer Llndley. Time of game
deliverances would seem to bo somewhat
He hours and 15 minutes.

urreut Lvent-t
Mr. Fletcher.
i· U of Artciuuit VVanl,
>11».·» Leach
Mark Twain,Mr». Kleb-her.
Κ rank Κ ^tiK-ktun, "Bill N*e."
ob BurtcUe." "Jutth tmUug*,". Mitts ShurUcff
'..ι··. DMMi« Jatuc- Lam· Allru.
Mise Maxim
Mr*. Kuuu<l«
Κ a Wbevler Wllcux,
Maurice ΤΙκ>ιηρ»υη an<t Hamlin liarlaml.
A. Shurtleff.
Mrs.

I.

Le—om.

!.. s. Sessions, who has been away
■«nice last tall, returnee! to South l'aris
After leaving here, iu
η Wednesday.
he
ximpany with Dr. M. L. Bonuey
made a tour of several weeks iu Cuba,
and in l>ecetuber went thence to Florida,
«here he has beeu most of the time siuce
until his return to New England about a
mouth ago. He speaks in enthusiastic
terms of his trip aud the delightful winIn Cuba they did conter he has had.
siderable huntiug, aud their most noteworthy game was a suake of the species
kuowu as maja, 10 feet 4 inches in length,
which they captured alive.

best to take him to the hospital.
was accordingly put on board the train,
and Station Agent Chandler of South
WKU.1NUTON KAKKINUTON OK ANDOVKB Paris took his
place in the cab. A quick
STRUCK BY A SLAB.
run was made to Lewiston, and in thirtyseven minutes after leaving South Paris
they were at the Central Maine General
Saturat
Hanover,
In the Smith mill
Hospital.
Farrington,
day, the 7th, Wellington
At the hospital it was decided that the
who was at work in the mill, was struck
heel could not be saved, and the leg was
a saw,
from
thrown
slab
of
a
piece
by
about three inches above the
which hit him just below the pit of the amputated
ankle.
It is thought that the gall
stomach.
Mr. Keuney is doing as well as could
bladder was ruptured, and Mr. Farringbe expected. He is of strong constituton suffered much uutil his death which
tion and entirely healthy, and will unoccurred at 220 Sunday afternoon.
do ubtedly make a good recovery from
Mr. Farriugton was £> years of age.
the shock of the operation.
unmarried, a native of Audover, where
Mr. Kenney was a graduate of Paris
lie was taken for burial and where he
School in the class of 1UU2. Well
High
has a brother living.
built and athletic as he was, it is particularly unfortunate that he should be
County W. C. T. L Convention.
the victim of such an accident, and the
Christian
Temperance
The Woman's
of all hie friends, who are
Union of Oxford County holds its anuual sympathy out to him.
goes
convention in the Uaptist church at many,
His father, James £. Kenney, has been
South Paris, Tuesday and Wednesday of ill and confined to his bed for a number
this week, with an address Tuesday
of weeks, and the shock of the affair
evening by Mrs. C allie iluweof Missouri. affected him badly for a time.
Fatal Accident at Hanover.

Personal.

Governor's Nominations.
All but three of the Paris teachers atnominations made by Governor
Chandler A. Goodwin, of North Bethel,
Among
tended the County Teachers' convention has secured a situation in Boston, having Hill last week are the following:
Beat Oxford, Friday and Saturday.
recently been appointed a brakeman on Associate Justice of Supreme Judicial Courtsides the usual speakers from local the trains of the Boston Elevated Rail- Albert K. Savage, Auburu.
Justices of the l'eace—W. Scott Bearce, Heschools there were present State SuperHebron; J. W. Stuart,
Roberts of Colby College, Supt. Paysou Smith of Auburn, .uiit Principal W. L. Powers of
<>aidiuer. One of the most prominent
features of the entire meeting was a
display of work in designing done by
the pupils in the brick building at South
Paris, under the charge of Miss Iva
Miss McAidle's paper ou
McArdle.
"Practical Possibilities of Drawiug in
Oxford County Schools'* was highly
complimented by all and won the unstinted approval of all the principal
This paper will appear in
speakers.
the columus of a prominent teachers'
journal within a few mouths. Prof. il.
<·■ Clement υί the Paris High School
the
presented a valuable discussion of
Best;
question, "How Can the Teacher
Influence the Home Keadiug of the Pupils/" Supt. Alton C. Wheeler responded to the address of welcome in behalf[
of the county.

way.

HKHRON SECOND

FORKKITKD TO I'ARIS.

|

team :

Brig*·,
Fletcner,
Berry,
R. tole
Flfleld

Monk
Record.

Pen fold

Clifford
H. Cole
Bennett

average,

"previous," by

some

months

NOTICE.

sizes,

|

Food, also Blanchford's Calfl
Grass seed, Flour and all
kinds of goods kept in a first class
Grain
Mill, including Ralston's

Paris

High

School

|

No. I
Games.
5
83
5
368
4
380
5
400
5
.333
5
817
5
150
4
176
1
400
1
0
4
124

Wc

can

the barrel

α

Star

:

{

North I'arle, May 16,I'JM.

For Sale.
light farm work wagon.

Good
U. H. HEALD, Paris Hill.
May 16, 1904.

*

AS

ALL STYLES, SIZES AND COLORS.

$1.00

AS
DAILY

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F.

PAPER.

A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2

Summer has come with beautiful warm
are all ready with a complete line of

$1.25

we

/

$1100,

all Color» and

fine line of

Heady-to-Wear

t«

Also
we are
come

FOK SALE.

a

If in

selling very low.

Styles.

need of the above,

in and see ours.

jj^Kemember

we

refund all money paid in

one

day

of each month.

[

I
hill, Mu**., Sherbrooke, Canada, 19Û2-3, I.ewleton,
to breed I
Me., I'.KW. Mated with 8 line females3 for
#5.00.
our own show birds, fi.oO per setting,
Ithode Island Kcd Standard free, giving origin,
breed.
very
mating and care of this famous
interesting reading, write for one.
UEO. WISKMAN, Lewlston, Me.

sample

and

Print, Percale,
Linen, Grass-Cloth and Silk,

M. LUNT,

L.

Market

Connection

Telephone

Parie.

Square, South

SHIRTS.
NEGLIGEE
I
The

anil

complete ; quite

qualities

ever

as

I

as

well

The lines

now.

as

are

in

preference

Fancy

season

tiner

this season, but

we

by shcving light etlects
conventional co.'orings

for all tastes

dark.

full

are

noteworthy ottering

We show this

than ever before.

provided

have

is

the most

made.

Dark colors

i

buy

to

season

have

we

or

of the shirts are
may dictate. Most
your
with
colored all over, but some have white bodies
shirt.
bosoms. Some are with collars like
taste

fancy

Two

qualities,

50c. and $1.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

Send your order and money to The Oxiord Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
THE NEWYour name and address on a postal card to
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
you a free

days

Waists,

Shirt

as

bring

[Maine.

Stores,f

Ladies' Furnishing House!

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

$3.50.

75c. to

have
If you live in the villago or on a farm and
close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in
cost.
with all important news of the world at a verv small
The régulai price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
it
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

A

$6.00.

to

good, substantial sots.
broken.
Buy early before the assortment is

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost
Free Delivery Carrici
good as a daily, and your Kural
week.
brings it to your door three times every
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
of The Daily
and contains all the most important uews
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
not

GOOD

CO.

nai'BTLEKF Λ-

A.

soaeon le wltb. us again.
in this vicinity.
as usual, the finest line to be found

104 Fulton St.. Ν. V.

is a

F.

CO.

F. Α. SIIIJRTLKFF Λί

We have,

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

all

35c.

NORWAY, MAINE.

1

business

KI110 Rhode Iwlaiiit Keel Kggs for hatching,
from carefully selected utility and exhibition
headstock. fl.iN) per 'Cttinit. From email pen*
ed hy males that won Ilrst prize* at Walllngford,
Haverand
Heading
Lawrence,
Boston,
Conn

ribbed,

and

INFANTS' HOSE in black, white ami colors, both wool and cotton, sizes 4
2JC.
to β,

Drilling Machine Company,

Factory, Akron, Ο Office

to 50c.

.........

easy ami
small capital.
simple to operate Write for free IllusInformation
full
ami
trated catalogue

on

plain

fast black, lacc,

quality,

llose, tine

Neighbors]

paying
Machine»

«tart you In

10

12 i-ac.

to 9,
ONE LOT Misses'

Poultry

by

12 i-ac.

fast black hose,

to tell of here, from

ONE LOT Children's Hose, seamless, ribbed, fast black, double knees, sizes 5

Everybody.

hag.

wearing,

tine

a

no room

χ

i hereby n< ttfy
To wliuiu till* may concern
or harborwarn all persona ajcalnet trusting
<
and
aa Hhe has left my
lnir my wife. Mlenna M l,owe, ami I bliall pay
lioine without any provocation
thle Mate.
no blllu of her contracting after
I VER Ε. LOW Κ.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

copy.

After

MORE THAN MOST

May 3rd you

will find

us

in

PEOPLE ARE

if not

AWARE OF

School years.

The game between Paris High
and Hebron Academy 2d, at the Saturday
afternoon, ended with the unsatisfactory
to 0 in favor of Paris, by forscore of
feit. It was a close game, no snappier
playing having been seen on the grounds
this season. In the ninth inning, with
the score standing 2 to 1 in favor of
Paris, Hebron ran in a score which
would havo tied the game, but that the I
runner was declared out by Umpire Curtis upon the ground that the Hebron
runner-in interfered in such a way as to
prevent the Paris fielder from catching
the ball. This was productive of a lively
kick on the part of the Hebrons. The
umpire ordered them to play ball, and
as they failed to respond within the
time named, he declared the game for-1
feited to Paris, 9 to 0.

Batting

MANY STYLES

Meal.

or

fine line of Infant*' Knit Underwear.

ONE LOT Ladies' Hose,

South Paris.

Attention

a

ONE LOT Ladies' llose, these come in many patterns, lace or plain, black and
white feet, out size, lisle and cotton, these you will And excellent wearing
25c.
.........
hose.

10. & G. I

Drill Wells YF0°urr

One
ment with stable.

Norway

Capt Wright Bisbee of Skowhcgan
jnjoying his vacation in Norway.
Mrs. Howard I). Smith is reported as
loing well at I)r. King's Portland
Hospital where she went for treatment

Base Ball.

Kenney.

Also

and

A. E. Shurtleff,

first-1

expected.

At a regular meeting of the University
Κ χ tension Club, which met on Wednesday eveuing, Xlay Util, the following programme was carried out:

intendent Stetsou, Prof.

a

:od.

Baptist

Maxim wedding on Wednesday eveniug,
of "Pépita" on
and the production
Thursday and Friday evenings.

Bap

Drees Suit Cases.

Whole Wheat Flour

Born.

Arthur Ilebbard sold nearly seventy-1
\lso five house lots and ten acres
live tickets in Norway and South Paris
land for sale. Inquire of
ror the Friday evening presentation of of hay
Lien-Hurat the Empire Theatre, LewisJ. H. STUART, South Paris

This good old land we'll ever love—the land that gave us birth—
The laud more sacred In our hearts than any land on earthThen let us toast her hills aud vales, her Bears, and girls, ao gay,
Who give delight
To our dreams by night.
Ami to our thoughts by <tay.
(AW then, alt together.) Who give Ac.

IH ar ancient halls, our flllal hearts
Still back to thee Incline,
And oft the tear unblddeu starts
For auld lang syne.

This is a week of events in towu, blthe
inding the county convention of
W. C. Τ. Γ. on Tuesday aud Wednesday
church, the Sprague.it the

street.

Who give delight
To our dreams by night.
And to our thoughts by day.
(.Vote the* } Who give Ac.

< h uo we never can forget
Sweet Hebron's classic shrlue.
But aye Its blessed hours regret,
Of âuld laug syne?

Trunks,

Aho

«

This Is the land where Streaked mount lifts up Us rocky crest.
And boys and maids to climb It flrst used oft to try their best;
Then here's to those old Streaked times, and Oxford girls, so gay,

forget the wondering gaze
Of crowds to see us 'lilne,
on those grand exhibition days
Of auld lang syne?

Can

Dusters.

|

This Is the land where musters were In Turner's martial town,
Au 1 all those boys and maidens famed to see them did go down;
Hurrah for those old mufter days, and Oxford glrle, so gay,
Who give delight
To our dreams bv night,
A ml to our thoughts bv day.
(.Voir then.) Who give Ac.

Can we forget those training days
Kor which our hearts did pine.
Those t-tlrrlng drum and tlfe displays,
of auld lang syne?

•tlMJS.

:

This is the land where corn "llusklngs" ont» used to be the rage,
In which those boys and mal Irus famed, did zealously ergage;
Then here's to those old Husking times and Oxford girls, so gay,
Who give delight
Toour dreams by night,
And to our thoughtί by day.
(AW then.) Who give Ac.

too,

Robes,

Blankets,

«

This 1h the land where learning thrives In Hebron's classic shades,
Wlu-re famous mrn and women, too, once tolled as men ami maids;
A b ending on these classic shades, and Oxford girls, so gay,
W ho give delight
To our dreams by ulght,
And to our thoughts bv day.
(A'vie then, all together.) W ho give Ac.

'•Krom morning sun till dine"
Kree from all thought of worldly care,
In auld lang syne?

sted, Le Hoy, Ν. Y.

8. Olm-

plain,

ONE LOT Union Suits, pure white lisle, sleeveless, knee lace, excellent value, $1.
15c
ONE LOT Misses' Vests, long sleeves, high neck, good quality, 3 to β,
ioc
ONE LOT Misses' Vests, sleeveless, very good quality for the price

TO BE GIVEN AWAY

This Is the land where Chamberlain shot Paugue with that gun
That reached from there to yonder ami weighed nigh half a ton;
A blessing on old Chaml>erlaln, and the Oxford girls, so gay,
Who give delight
To our dreams by night,
A nd to cur thought* by day.
(AW then ) Who give Ac.

Where Soah threw his ballast out.
In auld laug syne?

as

will

or plain,
ONE LOT Ladies' Veste, good quality, short sleeve or sleeveless, lace
'5^·
.......
or
low
neck,
high
lace or
ONE LOT Ladies' Vests, many styles, long or short sleeve or sleeveless,
aj®·
lisle or cotton, sizes 4 to 9,

$25.

isj

This is the land where Johnny Bull may Oxford Porter ilml,
And stow his thoughts with WhlteCau full, if he's to Stow Inclined
And seethe prettiest Oxford girls, as he goes on hie way,
Who'll give delight
To his dreams by nlsht,
And to his thoughts by day.
(.Vow then.) Who'll give Ac.

That our youug tolls enshrine
When we were threading Learning's glades,
In auld lang syne?

π

$10

In Greenwood, April 30,
Waterhouse, a son,
In West Sumner, May 11, to the wife of Elmer
Ford, a son
class supper.
In Bethel, May C, to the wife of Charles Mill',
Elmira Hicknell, who passed the win-1 a daughter.
Maine.
In Ka>t Itethel, May 8, to the wife of Elmer South Paris,
toi with relatives in Brockton, Mass.,
Trask, a daughter.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Knight.
In North Waterford, Apr. 17. to the wife of
The lishermen report the best of suc- Walter M. Brown, a son—'Theodore Manning.
I it Harbor, May 2, to the wife of John Scavcy,
cess in capturing red spots from the
a son.
lake. A large number have been taken
In Norway, May 8, to the wife of Herbert P.
This Handsome Embroidery Outfit, stsm)cd on food »»a·
trrial. hIII l-e mailt*·! ai-soli.tel) fret· «1 tiar^e. It consists
ranging in size from one to three and Krost, a son—Hcrl»ert Oscar.
of 1 Crvsanthemum < nitm ie-e 11*11 In.) with β Doftks
four pounds.
( ea h 5*5 in. ι, t dainty ("liars, 1 Anchors for sailor suit. 1
Bookmark, 2 Butterflies (fora Man. t Autumn Leaves ami
The members of the High School Base
Married.
S Conventional iAesigns for ?»hirt-waist ornamentation.
Ball Association held a supper and social
HEAD OFFER BELOW
time at Concert Hall Wednesday evenIn Hebron, May 10, by Rev. A. R.Crane, Π. I).,
Mies
and
of
Toothaker
Phillips
U
ing.
Mr. Edgar
H. F. Andrews, of the firm of A. F. Grace M Melcher of Hebron.
Bethel, Apr. 18, by Rev. F. C. Potter, Mr.
Andrews & Sons, started for Iowa the 8. In
Edson Cummings of Bethel and Miss Mabel E.
lirst of the week for more horses.
Baker of Albany.
In Rumford Falls, M.iv 9, by Rev. Fr. Thomas
Tuesday evening, the children of the
Mr. William Cyr and Mies Arthclower primary school hung their teacher, L. Bergeron, both of Rumford Falls.
mite Talbot,
T. S. I'errv,
Lucy M. Hayes, a Maybasket. Miss In Waterford, May 10. by Rev.
B. Burgess,
Hayes ran after them for some distance Mr. Ansel C. Bean and Mrs. Julia
Waterford.
of
both
in<i fell breaking her arm. She is as tn West Paris, May 12, bv Rev. I) F. Nelson,
:omfortable as could be expected.
Mr. Ned I Swan of Bryant's Pond and Misa Ada
Will Bicknell ris shingling his stable M. Brlggs of West Paris.
on
tnd repairing his buildings
Bridge
Street.
Died.
to
Haines
went
Nash
W.
John
Capt.
week
for
his
of
the
of
lirst
the
Landing
In Lewi ton, May 8, Mrs. Esther E., wife
He will not devote his Henry Bradford, of Paris, aged 62 years.
mm mer work.
of
the
widow
In Greenwood, Mav β, Esther,
whole time to the lake shop but will be
β months, 0
late Dennis derrick, aged 73 years,
it Norway part of the time before he
days.
6%e NEW IDEA
In Welclivllle, May 12, George Farrlngton.
roes to the fair at St. Louis.
Woman's Magazine
In South I'arls, May 12, Ellsha C. Oilman, aged
Charles F. Boober is again appointed
54 years.
Is, without etreption, the fine*t .VKent magazinepublished.
It is an authority on all matters pertaining to dress, am!
log constable and* M. M. Fuller inspector In Andover, May 8, Wellington Farrlngton.
contains the l.itest ami most | raitUal styles to lie found
)f buildings.
aged 29 years
ι. if you * Mi to dress well
anywhere in the magazine
In North I.ovcll, May 5, Benjamin Palmer,
at a moderate expense,the New Iijka Woman's MagaStephen G. Ethridge has recovered aaed
S
Hi years, 3 months, days.
utaiiis Illustra·
ZINH Is a |h sitive nr. e*sity. I .v h is>ue
is
atEdyln
:rom his recent sickness and
again
tlons In colors. It treats ailso of all subjects Interesting to
In Fryeburg Center, May K, Charles
h omen in their home life, hend your name to-day with 50
ending to his mail messenger business Maker, aged 50 years.
we
for
one year, and
cents
and
will
enter
rijition
your
In Lynchvllle, May II, Fred Cassldy, aged
)n R. F. D. No. 2.
mail also the Embroidery Outfit shown atxjve.
about 25 years.
Be «ure to mention fbU p*|H*r whrn yon write·
86
Mrs. Ε. E. Andrews and children are
In I.ovcll, May Id, Dean McDanlels, aged
HEW IDEA PUBLISHING CO.. 636 Broadway. New York
nsiting her father, Charles Packard, at years.
week.
a
for
\uburu,
Everett Record of Rumford Falls is at
TO LET.
work for his father, Samuel J. Record,
blacksmith shop, Main
five and one six room teneη the

Landlord Woodman furnished

kingdoms thrive lieneath the stripes aud sturs,
Denmark, Sweden, old Nowav, and naught their quiet mars;
Success to those good kingdoms now, and bless the girls, so gay,
Who give delight
To our dreams by night,
And to our thoughts by day.
(.Voir then.) Who give Ac.

we forget the school-house lone—
OM Learning's modest shrlue—
Where tolled the wit an·! dozed the drone,
In auld lang syne?
Can we forget the joyous p'ays
That youthful hearts lntwlne.
Brought by the welcome holidays,
Of auM lang syne?
Can we forget dear Hebron's >-hades,

certainly
Sample mailed FREK. Address, Allen

Andover— Ε. K. Leslie.
Dlxfleld—J. S. Sturtevant.
Kumford Kalis—A. L. Stanwood, Κ. E. YVheet
LewlHton—K. L. Dixon, W. E. Webber,
Alonzo Uarcelon, C. E. Norton, Ε. H. II111 and
Ε. H. Gerrlxh.

This is the land where

Can

Gray's Sweet Powders for children will

If worms are present they
always cure.
remove them. At all drugrii-ts. Mets.

Wheeler.
Oxford—H. R. Karris.
Bryant l'ond—Ε. B. Clark.
Buckdeld—J. C. Caldwell.
W eat I'arle—Κ. K.

tien.)

Chn we forget their (laughters fal-,_
h'or whom our hearts uld pine?
In honest falih they angels wete
In auld lang syne.

;

Mother

I.lttlefleld.

This is the litud where Paris cty'es, aud Canton Schorls are known,
As useful as in other lands, while they arc all her own;
Theu here's good luck to l'arle stries of Oxford glrle, so gay,
W ho give delight
To our dreams by night,
And to our thoughts by day.
Who give Ac.
(Now

Can we forget those matrons wise
Who wuie no jewels tine,
Suve the bright diamonds of their eyes.
In auld Tang #yn*?

were :

and Underwear for Ladies, Misses and Chilsummer
dren. When in need be sure and see our line and get prices. Our
we
line was bonght early in the winter, before the rise in cotton, therefore
can give you the same qualities at the old prices.

Everything in Hosiery

Hqpvy

Light

We always have on hand Pure
Oats and Corn ground together,
mixed and ground with c*ie by our
honest miller R. N. Hall. We are
making lower prices on this feed to
compete with western ground feed
We are also unloading a very nice
car of oats that we are fcreening for
seed and are now ready to sell at a
Mother· I Mother* ! Mother· !
low price for the quality of oats.
season
feverlch
this
at
are
How many children
ami constipated, with bad stomach and headache.
We have all kinds of Stock and

Norway— Κ. N. Barker, 8. A. Bennett, If. L.
Bartleltand D K. Biadlturv.
South I'arle—Horatio Woodluiry anil J. (·.

This Is a land should send no sons to California's shores,
When her I'eru ami Mexl> ο yield up their jewel stores :
Bad luck to California mines when Oxford girls, so gay,
fH> give delight
To our dretuus by night,
And to our thoughts bv day.
(AW then.) Do give Ac.

Can we forget how they fought o'er
Their battle with Burg'yne,
At«l beat their red c« t foes once more.
In auM lang eyue?

e

r.

-it

..

an we

< an we

Kottnds ami Mrs. Hathaway spent
iav and Sunday in Lewiston and
a-ended lien-llur.
.tries K. Xewell ami family
\»îd into the rent in Maxiiu
ate-i bv li. I.. Cumuli age.

freedom'· Hi et»

foriret how they'd run on—
In-pl*ed with mirth and wine,—
A bout tkemttlrt* an·! Washlug oii,
lu auld lang s) ne?

see-

present

This Is the land where sacred naines make pious pilgrims g'ad,
Hebron and Bethel here they tlnd, and famed old tiilead ;
And here's a blessing on those names, and Oxford girls so gay,
Who give delight
To our dreams by night,
A nd to our thoughts by day.
(.Vow then, alt together ) Who give Ac.

forget thote Satu^lays
When er-t they use·! tu juin,
Λη·Ι talk al>out their warlike ways.
In auld lang syne?

<

_

Thin Is the lam! where roam the Bear:». the lie·» ho bol<l and strong,
Who, Urn) as their own granit* hills, will never yield to wrong—
Then here's it hea th to oxford Hears, au<l Oxford girls, so gay,
Who give de'lght
To our dreams by night,
And to our thoughts by day.
(S'ow then.) Who give Ac.

forget it» valleys green,.
Their wealth of corn ami Wine.
That from the hlP top· we have been,
lu auld lang syne?
« an we

1 to Oct. 1, I
f It. Part» U range, from May
tin 1
h land fourth Saturday, 'luring
li>
·.■τ ..f the year, meet» every Saturday,

[•all Assembly

.tir.— The Poachers.
There 1m a land «if
oble fame—our border In the west—
W here lassies thrive—the handsomest. the loveliest, ami best.
O, tell us of the Oxford girls. wherever we may stray;
'Twill give delight
Tu our dreams by night,
Ami to our thoughts by day.
(A'ow then ) 'Twill give Ac.

roved

CHORUS.
Can we forget 1U ruck ribbed U1 Is,—
Of strength the earthly sign,—
The u-.ouutaln «treains —the gushing rills.
Of auld land syne?

Saturday
Corps Hall.

llall.
01
U. C.-Second and fourth Monday»
m uiith.
VI· h. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. lsl,
Mm.I aud foiirth Wednesday evenings
)· .a. !> mouth.
Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meet» every
Ρ
Hail,
a· evening at Pythian
i·
Part»·
ν
ri. Woodmen of America.—South
v.
I>i3c7, meets second and fourth Tue»
ruing» In (joMen Cross Hall.
Am .tiiuiu.— I'arrls Council, No. I6U,
at 7 3».
.- -l an·! thirl Monday evening··

·η

HEBRON,

OLD OXFORD.

Our Father-land and Classic Hebron.

M.—Parle Lodge, No. 94. Kearulai
j
before full moon
··,· Tuesday evening on or
regular meet
>. ·>. Κ .—Mount Mica Lodge,
\

branch

1855.

SEPTEMBER 5,

»■

ά

Νο.·|

OXFORD,

EMIGRANT SONS OF
AND ALUMNI OF HEBRON ACADEMY,

»

C M.

|

SONGS SUNG BY THE

..

The Run of Herrtagr
Editor Democrat :
Reading the herring stories of W. C.
in recent issues of the Democrat, I was
reminded of a story my ancestors used
to tell me in the "long ago." My grandIf you are thinking of a New Harparents on both sides were from the
Old Bay State and they knew "whereof ness this season call and see our
they spoke." It was concerning the stock of
Harness.
and
inhabitants of Taunton. It seemed that
before the herring "run" they used to
to
Prices from
get extremely short of provisions, so
much so that they appeared .weak and
disconsolate, and when one of them was
seen out of town and was asked where
Light and Heavy
he came from, he would reply in a very
weak, submissive tone, "I came from
Taunton." But after the "run" when

formation of the death of his uncle. Mr.
Johnson left on the late train Thursday
and will vieit St. Louis on hie way west.
John Royal was before the municipal I
court on Wednesday,
charged with
vagrancy. The court gave him a sentence of sixty days in jail.
Fireman HobartA. Kenney on the
way Branch, while attempting to extinguish the headlight on his locomotive they got filled up, their "strength came
Wednesday night lost his left foot. He again" and they were very pompous, and
stepped upon the moving engine and when out of town they were asked where
missed his footing when his left foot was they came from, -they would straighten
He was at once up with an air of importance and selfcrushed by the engine.
"I came from
taken to the Central (Maine General sufficiency and say:
I Hospital at Lewlston. The foot was Taunton. Where do you think folks
amputated above the ankle. He was to come from?"
have closed his labors on the
Our friend W. C. seems to be quite
this month. He is a graduate ef the jolly most of the time—even before the
and
class
of
1902,
Paris High School,
herring run. Some of us Maine people
with him in this
was earning money for a college course. can "sympathize"
L. S. Sessions was in town Thursday respect.
We also agree with him conand spoke most pleasantly of his recent cerning the custard pie performance.
trip to Cuba, Florida, and other southern We are glad to note that he is a Maine
points of interest. He has been gone man.
W. W. Maxim.
some seven months from home.
The Partridge Brothers of Norway
South Paris, Me.
near
Lake have bought the II^l farm
Koswell Frost's and have employed John
Shake Into Vour Shoes.
M. Frank to take charge of the lumberAllen's Foot ease, a powder. It cures painful
nervous feet ami Ingrowing nails, ami
ing operations. Mr. and Mrs. Frank will -marling,takes
the s In* out of come ami bunions
Instantly
move on to the place at once.
It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age.
L. I. Gilbert is at work for Walter Allen's Foot-Ease makes tlelit or new shoes feel
callous
Cullinan in the meat market.
easy. It Is a certain cure for sweating,
feet. Try It to-aau. Sold
The members of the Oxford County ami hot, tired, aching
all druggists and shoe st ires. Bv mall fori*:
hy
Medical Association hold a meeting Tues- ! In tamps. Trial package FREE. Address.
day evening at Beat's Hotel. Those Aile» 8. Olmsted, Lc Roy, Ν. Y.

about as many as are wanted for a
church hymn, we may have a certain admiration for our forefathers who stuck
to it Cand probably enjoyed it) through
twelve and thirteen verses like these.
It would have been impossible, at any
time within thirty years, to reproduce
the ancient typography of the leaflet,
though its form is closely followed.

in the succeeding issue of the Democrat.
Levi Whitman, Esq., was the president
of the day, and the principal address
was given by Rev. Adam Wilson, D. D.,
at the forenoon session. After dinner
had been served in the grove in the rear ;
of the academy building, another session was held, at which the speakers !
:
were Hon. Albion K. 1'arrin, lion. Elijah

Not Iudk before hie death the late
Lemuel Guruey of Hebron left with the
Democrat an ancient and worn leaHet
containing two songs which were sung
celebration of
at the semi-centennial
Hebron Academy in September, 1855,
and which are reproduced below.
Λ perusal of these songs will show that
they were iuteVled to furnish spree fur

RAILWAY.

HARNESS! Summer Hosiery and Underwear

NORWAY.

Hamlin, Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, J. C.
they
Woodman, Mark H. Dunnell and Capt.
G. Cushman.
Parties are giving their attention to a
The leaflets containing the songs given
Fourth of July celebration this
below were distributed by Hon. Elijah proper
Hamlin, and the songs were eung as an year.
Leroy A. Johnson, formerly in trade
In
informal part of the celebration.
in this village, has gone to Cooperetown,
quite an important event, and was report- 1 these days when a popular song consists North Dakota.
He recently received ined in full, to the length of ten columns, of not over four verses, and three are

Songs of Hebron's Seml-Centennial.

ever bigger, is the motto of
The Hamburg-American Comsteamer
pany is to build a trans-Atlantic
much larger than anything now aHoat.
It will be of #5,000 tons, 71') feet long,

Bigger,

There

the age.

is

and will carry, with a full complement
of passengers and crew, about 4000
people. It will also have a restaurant
on the
European plan, and passage
tickets will be sold with or without food.
This will make the passage very cheap
for some people, who won't need to have
much to do with food on the trip.

a

Great
Difference
in

Drugs.

table «alt
For luatancei Common
coat· IO cent* for a Ave pound bag
the aauie
but
at the grocery «tore
coat· :<7cent·

thing, only purified,
Commercial Nulphurlc
a pound
Acid coat· 'Jcent· while chemically
Commercial
ccnta.
35
pure cost·
IO cent·
Muriate of Ammonia coat·coata
35
pure
bui the chemically
For
llat.
cent·. No all along the
la all
the
regular
mont purpoata
would be fooliah
right. A peraonone-half
time· a*
to pay two a»d
Ammonia
much for Muriate of
wllh whli-h to flz hi· electric bell,
it
but when It come· to ualng
la non·
medicinally then the beat
what
la
get
beat
you
too good. The
when I fill your preacrlptlon.

the
It is reassuring
measures outlined by Commissioner GilPharmacist.
man and authorized by the Governor and
the
of
extermination
the
for
council
Next to Post Office, South Parie.
browntail moths discovered at Kittery
Gilman went
Mr.
effective.
to
be
promise
to the soene and found the people and
the town officials ready to do all in their
power to help. He proposes to employ
boys and young men to gather in the
nests, some of which are high in the tops
of tall elms. "We propose," he says,
"to make a thorough search and gather
in all the nests we find and burn them.
We have mapped out the work and shall
proceed street by street until we have
covered the whole ground. It will be
done very largely before the trees are
leaved out. On some of the streets that
TO BE
we examined there were but few nevte;
one of the officials said there were not
enough to make it interesting. I feel
certain that they now see the danger and
work. Floors can be kept
realize the necessity for prompt and
isn't good for the floors and it is hard, disagreeable
will have no grease
thorough action and will make every
in better condition with Ideal Wax Oil and you
and
cleaner
effort in their power to exterminate this
time you sweep. The applicadust
of
cloud
a
every
raiso
will
you
well. spots; neither
pest as soon ae possible." This is
It would be a public calamity to allow tion is simple.
this destructive creature to get a lodgwell filled and then wipe
Rub the Wax Oil on with a cloth until the floor is
ment in the State of Maine. We should
the better the results. Have a can of it in the
the
rub
more
floor,
The
Massayou
dry.
be warned by the experience of
thus keeping the flooi
house and when any worn spots appear touch them up,
chusetts.
to

learn

that

BROOKS—The

Ideal White Wax Floor Oil

bron; A.M. Klchardson,
The game at the fair grounds SaturM. l>., Kumford.
UniversalUt Association.
day forenoon, between Norway High
Judge Savage has served one term of School
and Hum ford Falls High School,
shown
The June meeting of the Oxford Asso- seven years on the bench, and bas
His re-appoint- resulted in favor of Norway, score 11 to
ciation of Universalists will be held with himself an able judge.
5.
the parish at Bethel Wednesday and ment is universally approved.
Thursday, June 10 and 10.
J. II. Lirri.it, Skc.
Statk ok Ohio, City of Toledo, ) ω
Maine's Divorce Statistics.
\
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney make· oath that he la the
(Kennebec Journal.)
Motor partner of the flim of F. J. Cheney A COj
Dental Notice.
I It appears from the figures reported
doing business In the City of Toledo, County and
his
to
aunounce
to
the
■
wishes
Dr. Buck
State aforesaid, and that said llrm will pay
and discussed at the Inter-denominationwill be sum of Oue Hundred Dollar· for each and every al conference on
marriage and divorce
pations that his dental office
ute
caae of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
All
June.
of
month
the
closed through
at Philadelphia, that the ratio of diot Mali's Catarrh Cure.
Frank J. Chick κν.
that are indebted to him are requested
to
vorces
marriages is larger in Maine
Sworn to before me and subscribed In my than in
to settle before May 25th.
any other state from which the
▲. D. 188b.
of
Mb
December,
this
day
presence,
statistics were available. According to
A. W.Glfason.
ι
in uniform condition.
the latest figures in this state, one couA sudden attack at night of some form , sTal.
Public.
Notary
is divorced to every six that are marMaine must be a pretty healthy sort of
of Bowel Complaint may come to anyHall'· Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, acting ple
climate
both a social condition place after all the abuse of our
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of ried, indicating
one.
Every family should be prorided directly
of
the system. Price 7Sc. per bottle. Sold by all and a laxity of law, which is very hu- as it is claimed that there are upward
with a bottle of Db. Sbtu Arnold's
free.
Testimonials
Druggist*.
to Maine and not at all pleas- 100 people ia the state who are above 90
A.
Shurtieff
If.
miliating
Warranted
O.
by
F. J. CHKNKY A CO, Toledo,
Balsam.
>
ing to contemplate.
years old.
Hall's Family Mil· an (to tart.
Λ Co., South Paria, West Paria.

gallon.
UNEQUALLED.

Price $1.00 per

GUARANTEED

Don't Scrub Your Kitchen Floors.

IT

is.

p.

,

γιαχιγΓ& son, sTparjs, me

Only

a

few steps from

our

present

You will

location.

one of the best
find the place all right and you will find
in the
of
Footwear
Stocks
Stores and one οΓ the Largest
if
want
what
find
will
you
you
We know

State.
will

come

and

you

Yours

see us.

truly,

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

F. W.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
Telephone 112-3. liesideuce 112-12.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Hate Always Beught

FAUNCE,

Salesman.

"*"

g^[^tare Cm1/?.ύ-μϊΧμ

WOOD ASHE5 FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

A

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

BMRIilW AKTD &ORHAM.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children,
Th· KM Yoh have Alvais Boucht

^

ΚΓ. H.

f

"""

H0MEMAKEB8' COLUMN.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

WOMEN'S

Tk

U solicited. Addieu: Kdltor UomiAKRB·'
OOLD», Oxford Democrat, Parla. Mala»·

Ko. W».—Geofrapklral J amble.
A A A A C I> Οι ΛΙ Κ ί?2-Λ large island
off the en Ht coast of Africa. Il has u
healthy climate and a fertile soil.
A I 0Γ U—The capital of a northern

Hard for any
to do
housework—
to attend to

woman

daily

duties

evustantly

country of Africa, ouce a great commercial city, though now less wealthy and

Every woman
should learn

Α Ε 11> M X—A town in Arabia containing the tomb of a very remarkable

with a

pattern* and clean

stock.

i,»

Oomspoedeaoe on topic· of lnterwt ίο the ladle

WOES.

—

\Wool Carpets
\ close out-odd

achin^

Ûhas. F.

powerful.

back.

man.

the cause of

backache
and the cure.

MAINE.
50 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents

lOO.—Charade.
A sort of Impress Is my first.
a
'tie
Or
reproduction.
We do It. too. to worthless thingji
/··.

Doan's

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

When bent

Kidney Pills

whole le small
And far °neath your attention.
It helps you move your furniture
And asks for it no pension.

mulun, D. Cm
t» V S»u WaaklMton.

SO
N. Y.

»■♦·!»·

stores;

faln.

r

Mill'um Co.,

7.
3,
4.
8.
7.
7.

2. 0— A false statement.
2, 1. β—A margin or edge.
8, 7—Part of a fence.
1. 5—A woman's name.
Γ». 4, 1—Is us*h! iu cookery.
8, 1—A cover.

1

a

and relieves th· atomach of all nsnrsM
strain and tho heart of all praaaura.
r.
$1.00 Size holding 254 ttaaaa theMri
ate. which aaila (or 50c.
te ■- α. ο·Witt * 00..

Supplies.

i
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IV.
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Kodol Dtgœts What Υοα Bal

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

oooo

III.

ber wh«n It was aim pi· tpdlgao*
scientific fact that all omi «I
heart tow, not organic, ara aot only
tncMbb to. be» ara the direct raooH ·! Indigestion. AH food taken Into the atomach
which (alii «f perfect digestion ferments and
swells th· stomach, puffing It up against ths
heart. This Interferes with tho action «I
th· heart. and In the course of time thai
delicate bat vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. P. Krnkta,rf Hwafc. O- a«ya: IMatntl
feeebie «deeslea M «tate «a I had heart troubla
artth tt I took Kadoi Dr**paia Cora tar afeoel km
aeetfcs «ad II «srad aa

It te

II.

οοοο

Nlnety-atao «I mit
Are du· to
on· hundred people who have heart troub*
Boa.

Square·.

Word

L

W. H. Winchester, Hearts
Indigestion.
___

i'ouaeeted

MIX

Su.

WeaK

FOR

ΙΟΙ.—Arltkiuoirraph.

Su.

Eight letters—the name of a noted
English statesman and writer of fiction:
3. 5. 8. 1—Spoken.
4. 2. 3, β—To get up.

Scientific American.

t

their destruction.

Perhaps you think the

it—cure evrelieve a bad back and cure
bladder disorder, from
ery kiduey and
backache to diabetes.

1

New York
MUNN5Co.36,B,oa**,·.---Br*"h Îîfflce.

on

A little wort! my second I»—
We call It a conjunction.
We use it rlRht or use it wrong:
Without the least compunction.

at 143 WashMrs. C. F. Goodnow, living
Krliaiu. Couu.. says:
ington street. New
1 »eceuiber, IS!*;,
"I gave a testimonial lu
Kidney Pills,
toui-liiuy the merits of lH>au's
I had been
and lu the statement said that
kidneys for
and
bothered with uiy back
but
constautly.
not
years,
over thirteen
settled in
when I caught cold It generally
Designs
Often
sore.
and
lame
It
making
my back.
Copyrights 4c.
of my back was
the i>ain through the small
Aniline ««nJliiK * *ki'»ch mid deecrtpti.» m»y
make me cry out, I tva·!
ai.
s«> severe as to
ouli'klv ι».η.·.·μ ..11 'ir .1.1111.m frve <whether
and procured
about lH>a:»'s Kidney PUN.
lutmli.m is |u ·Ι.η!...· 1· .leMiil.lj».
\ Co.'s dru»;
nuililMtiiil. Ilandbnoko·l*atents
some from E. \V. Thompson
>
for
MiUnmptlMtl.
ntf
iiltlriil
helped my
Ir»·*».
»fiit
store, ou Main street. They
necelve
'•atout·» t tk.·-·) tÇnmirb Minn A
a short time rein
and
immediately,
back
"Ii'i· ut charge, tu tue
ί ι*.<11
taken
have
I
lieved me of the trouble.
during
I>»au"e Kidney Pills at Intervals
of
attack
an
the last Ave years, wheu I felt
always
weekly. Urwrt w
backaehe coming ou. and they without
\ Kami·· ni^ir
never
ιϋι' I· """»1.-ulatu··» "f »'i*
brought Instant relief. I am
»«ΛΓ· too* month·» 91· So« by»Uitew»il··!··. | theui in the house."
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all drug
ltuf-

HEADQUARTERS

οοοο

οοοο

οοοο

οοοο

οοοο

οοοο

I.—1. To accost. 2. A feminine name.
3. Taverns. 4. Final.
II.—1. To fashion. 2. The entrance
3. A short petticoat worn
to a mine.
by men. 4. A feminine name.
Central Square I. Duration. 2. Something worshijKil. 3. A kind of rose. 4.

A feminine name.
2. Egg
III.—1. Toward the front.
shaped. 3. Torn « loti». 4. Other.
IV.—1. A minute particle. 2. Duration. 3. To leave out. 4. To measure.
%o. IIKI.-Sodk

Symbol.

01110—

SoltÇby F. A.f$liurtleff 4„C0·

Worms?

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues sent

application.

on

Title of

Club Offer.

Special

Mo.

will be at Elm House, Norway,
By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to otfer that Tuesday, May 17, and 3d Tuetday
Office
of each following month.
best of all agricultural papers

Hie New England Farmer
in connection with

hours, 10:30 A. m. to 4
Eyes Examined free.

H. M.

a

pleasing

HM.-Urbrudnl

song.
Word·.

order the meat.
lives not to eat.
and took hie eye.
The gray was h
that hung so high.
The boy saw the
We'll lot th».·
The learned

—

No. Hl,">.—Trminpoaitioui·.
of dowers as
Aila will make a
is tine.
soon :is the
of rainy days that make
I aui a
—

FOR SALE.

a

dreary place.

A desirable residence at Paris Hill,
Mv. lotf.—Addition·.
being the Geo. L. Mellen place, conAdd two letters to an explosive sound
ell
and make a city in Maine.
sisting of a two-story house and
in good repair and well located. EnAdd the same two letters to measure
Subscripquire of James S. Wright, executor. it nil make a heavenly liody.

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT
$2.25 per year in advance.

at

Present

tions may begin now and will be sent
The only condition
until Jan. 1,
attaching to this proposition is that all

To

bivalve and make au uproar.

a

ouTspoKsir

}

Dmy Frivolity.

talk

our

AO /.«Jinjal

travagance, GBEED AMD

G BAFT.

a Lenten aermon by Re?. Dr. McKIm of
Evening Dress in One's Family Life. (From
WMhlogton.)
How far or how mach should we be"Side by tide with that strenuous
have at home as we do in oompany ? energy which is characteristic of AmeriMust we be just as much dressed and can life, we find the spirit of frivolity
just as agreeable in family life as in widely prevalent in society. What Mr.
society? Must our husbands and sons Frederick Harrison has recently said of
wear dress coats at dinner? asks Kate English society is, I fear, equally appliGannett Wells, in the Boston Cooking cable to society in America: 'There is
School Magazine.
an impatience of serious thought, ,of any
Whether one should or should not hitch in our ease, our luxuries, or our inin
dress
conventional
wear the
with a sort
evening
dulgences. We are afflicted
*
daily life depends on the style and spirit of tarantula of restlessness.
on foot
of the home. Its style—that is, its inset
"A movement has been
come—often forbids rigoroue application under conspicuous auspices in England
of such costume, though its spirit often to arrest the decay of the higher drama,
commands it; for the sense of welcome, which is proceeding at an alarming rate.
leisure and ease conveyed by evening These distinguished gentlemen, headed
dress can be nourished just as much by a by Bishop Boyd Carpenter, appeal to the
fresh collar or shirtwaist as by a dress public to assist them to prevent the stage
coat or a low-necked gown.
from being 'submerged in frivolity.'
The symbolism of the dress coat is the Now this frivolity which is observed as
grace before meals; the thankfulness a characteristic feature of the drama
that one has wife, husband, child, friend, permeates our society in various direcsomebody (if only one's self) for whom tions. We see it in the dress, in the manit is worth while to look as charming as ners of the people. We see it in the

one can.

The dress coat is homage to women,
recognition of their iidolities and refinements. George Ticknor, a famous courtly Bostonian and scholar, always gave
his arm to his wife, leading her to the
dining table with as much deference as
he "took in" titled ladies, when they, in
turn, were his guests. It was invariably
dress coat and simple evening gown with
the Ticknors a deux, from deference to
each other; and most beautiful was it to
see their mutual obeisance because of its
simplicity of motive.
In a minister's home, where paucity
extra
of salary provides but slight
service, the wife always changes her
dress, even if it be merely from a gingham gown to a cheap Berge dress. The
husband always brushes his coat; and if
perchance she has seated herself, because
he is belated by some inopportune caller
and the children must be punctual, ho
never
fails to put his hand on her
shoulder in lover fashion before he takes
his place at the table. That touch is his
recognition of gratitude for the home
life made by her.
And in a day laborer's home, where
the man returns grimy and tired, he
washes bis hands in the tin basin, takes
down the comb from the clock shelf and
runs it through his hair, while the wife
dishes the dinner, changes her apron and
tosses up her falling locks into a prettier
"pompadour" before the two sit down to
the table. In this home, as in that of
the minister, the theoretical idea of
dress coats was carried out as fully as in
the Ticknor mansion.
"I care for my home and respect my
wife too much not to appear before her
at dinner, with as much care of my
dress as if I were still courting her,
which, indeed, I am always doing," said
a

literature of our time. 'Frivolous' is the
word that best describee most of the
books and magazines and newspapers
that are displayed upon our news stands.

"It is this eagerness to get money, by
hook or by crook, which weakens the
bonds of moral obligations, which insensibly corrupts the moral sense, which
lowers the standards in commercial and

political life, and which even degrades
the holy estate of matri-

the ideas of
mony.

"This lowering of the standard of life
must necessarily touch the closest relation of life. I mean the relation that
binrie a nian and a woroao together in

which alone their means would justify;
when social ambition claims consideration in a contemplated marriage, even
before congeniality of taste and temperament, it is inevitable that the ideal of
marriage should be lowered. This holy
estate, instituted in the time of man's
innocency, too often falls under the
blight of the commercial spirit.

"In nothing perhaps has our American
life suffered more serious damage than
in the lowering of the ideal of marriage
which has been witnessed in the past two

a

CHANDLER,

HE

WHO

BEST

SEE»

CONSEQUENCES.

the

sees

Builders' Finish I
1 will furulith DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reaeonaltle jirlcee.

Also Window & Door Frames.

Consequences of continued

eye strain? I'rice less beyond all possessions is the eyesight, deserving of your
highest consideration. IXm't trifle with
your eyes. It will cost you nothing to
see

Uatchcd H art Wood Floor Boards for sale.

E.

W,

Sumner.

CHANDLER,
.....

SAMUEL RICHARDS,
Optician,

SOUTH PAKIS, ME.

Picture Frames

Maine.

A GOOD COOK INSISTS

Key to the I'uacler.
92.
Single Acrostic: Primais—
8|«·ιιηί· 1. Sunny. 2. Propolis. 3. Uose.
4. Ivy.
Γ». Nature. t». IJ rove.
No. 9."».—Picture Puzzle: W(h»etstone.
No. 94.—The Merchant's Friend: Ad-

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

GOLD ffllL FLOUR

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

SOUTH PARIS. I

Nichols St..

Guy Bayard.
Fit for the Show
Stallion.

Trotting

For

Wilkes.

style,

Sire,

Ring.
Bayard

action, size,

tary.
No.

no

equal

has

no

superior,

and

in the state of Maine.

Has Colts
To show that he is
duces
and

a

sire that

t/m otter/tourandMer

of

pro-

early maturity.

C. Quy Buck,
South Paris,

...

Farm for MÛe la Pmc Sumner. 175 acre· good
load, wood lot containing 400 cord· turd wood,
mmm oak. aah. hemlock and pine. Cute from 3»
to » too· good hay. baa apple·, pear· ami
plante. Locale»t one odle from school, two mile·
from cburdtea. More, poet oflta· and railroad,
aa<l on telephone line. Addrcaa.

GOLD MEDAL COOK!
BOOKS, containing 1000 carefully

H/D0WN8,

If your dealer doe·

not handle Gold Medal Flour, pleaae
mention it in your letter. Addrêat

BROWN & JOSSELYN.

Portland, Miii—i
Paper.

One Horse; Que New Milch Cow; Pig·
four weeks old; One Concord Wagon,
Two Second-hand
never been hurt;
Single Harnesses; Yankee Plow; One

Second-hand Quaker Range, good order;
One Second-hand Sitting Room Stove,
One
Princess make;
Lever
Butter
Worker. Call on or address,
A. J. PENLEY,
South Pari·, Me.

LOST.

texture, from the newest weave to that
that at first glance it looks almost like the hemp sacking used for
meal bags. More than that, there are
dyed pongees in every conceivable pale
color and in dull blues and browns.
These last are decidedly more expensive at present than the material in its
natural color. There are also all manner
of soft coarse silks that resemble pongee, shown in the shops.
If one desires to combine a color with
pongee it is not only the rich oriental
colors that are beautiful with it—almost
any color will combine with it harmoniously; salmon pink, champagne color,

so coarse

for all manner of causes, many
frivolous to the last degree. Thus we
witness the degradation of marriage and
the defilement and wreck of the home in
thousands of cases.

"This enumeration of the evil tenden-

cies in our national life would be seriously incomplete if I did not direct attention
finally to the relaxation of the bonds of
honor and honesty which is so painfully
conspicuous at the present hour We

ocrat

office.

be

careful.

most
The pongee underskirt is a
valuable addition to a traveling outfit.
Cleaner than a silk skirt, yet not losing
its dainty appearance with trivial soil, as
the white skirt does, it can be washed as
often as necessary without in any way
injuring its appearance. These underskirts are especially to be recommended
for European travel.
Altogether pongee is so useful and beautiful a material
that it seems almost as if, like the shirtwaist, it had "come to stay.'1—Ex.

accumulated

a

fortune.

His wife and

said

For,
delighted.
daughter
they, with becoming modesty, "we now
not only have money enough to cut a
splurge, but poor dear papa is too broken
down to appear among the best people.
were

couldn't find that north
much about. Here

wonder If 1

pole they

talk so

these fellows come from way off to the
south and freeze most of themselves

and starve the rest to find something
that must be floating around loose up

here, where I've lived all my days.

By

jinks.

I'll find It."
For days he wandered on In hie uncertain search until one day he saw In

ι

!
ι

;
I

!

i

ι
i

_

jι

Th· True "L. P." la a 5prlnf System
Cleanser and Tonic.

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and havc:
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
case. Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,

forélSS.

One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for $43·
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
"ΤΗ 18 18 GETTING TlUESO.ME."
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
the distance something sticking out of that cost 1125, for #65.
One second hand square piano, a nice
tlic water that he was sure was the

subjected to what they commonly term
Stockings.
"a continual strain" because of some
The tops of old woolen stockings financial or family trouble. It wears
make good "every day" mittens for and distresses them both mentally and
children. The child's hand may be physically, affecting their nerves badly
and bringing on liver and kidney ailused fora pattern.
Knee protectors for the small boy can tuents, with the attendant evils of conalso be made from the tops. They cling stipation, loss of appetite, sleeplessness,
close to the stocking, and can easily be low vitality and despondency. They
held in place with a couple of small cannot, as a rule, get rid of this consafety pins at the top, where they will tinual strain," but they can remedy ite
not show.
health-destroying effects by
Leggings to protect the children's quent doses of Green's August Flower.
limbs from the cold and their stockings It tones up the liver, stimulates the kidfrom mud can be made from the legs of neys, insures healthy bodily functions,
old stockings.
gives vim and spirit to ones wbole
If the feet of old stockings are put on being, and eventually dispels the physiin place of the shoes, the children may cal or mental distress caused by that
have a romp in the evening without dis- "continual strain." Trial bottle of August Flower, 25 cents; regular size, 7o
turbing the rest of the family.
The upper part of women's stockings cents. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff A
make good sleeve protectors, as they re- Co.
quire no pinning or elastic to hold them
Lady Gusher—Good bye. Thanks, so
up.
and
The legs of children's heavy ribbed much. Your pictures are charming
usual work.
stockings, if worn too much for any bo unlike your
New

Uses

for old

other use, make excellent cloths for
washing the cook stove, kettles, etc.—
Woman's Home Companion.

Drying Fringed Towels.
Fringed towels, doilies and table

covers

should never be beaten on a table or
ironing board in order to separate the
etrande. After a few such treatments
the fringe begins to look ragged and
broken, and disappears altogether some-

A CURE FOR PILES.
"I had a bad case of piles," says G. F
Carter of Atlanta, Ga., "and consulted a
physician who advised me to try a box
of DeWitt's Witch Hazel Sa ve. 1 PU*T
chased a box and was entirelvcured.lt

splendid for piles giving relief instantly and I heartily recommend it to all
sufferers." DeWitt's Witcji Hazel Salve
ie unequalled for its healing qualities.
Eczema and other skin diseases. also
is

last 1 have it.

I shall hold it till some

comes."
So he climbed to the top.

one

For all I know, he's there

stranded.

yet.
"(!ood gracious!" said he. "What's
the use of finding a thing you can't
take home to show any one?"
What is the use?—St.
That's true.

envious rival cast about
for means of improving the sign. He
hit upon the scheme of placing a hotlie of yellow liquid by the side of the
red one and then surpassed his previous efforts and carried all before him
by placing a green bottle by the side

ing tiiat

Eastern Steamship Company.
DIVISION.

Risk.

J. F. Liscomb, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

The Kind You Hare Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
TMC CCMTAUN COMMNV, TT MUMMY

of the yellow one. The three made a
sign which caught the approval of the
town, and all the druggists quickly fol-

lowed in the footsteps of their more
original rivals.
The bottles were later replaced by
the handsome colored vases which are
now such a familiar sign all over the
world.

bad weather, on the blockade, when
the spray was breaking over the ship
the doctor was deprived even of the
After
comfort of uncoiling on deck.
considering the matter thoroughly and
remembering that long letters to the

Nasal

In nil its «taqea l'.ere
bo cluuuiuicia.

TV-lm is

placed info the noetrile, spreads

absorbed. Relief la imIt ia not drying—doe·
iiut j>rodacc sneezing. Large Size, St) cents at Drug·
rirt » or l>y mail ; Trial Size, 10 centa by mail.
ELY BHOTUKRS, SC Warren Stmt, New Tori:
t!:c rumbmn j and is
··<iHliste M.ù a cure follows.

over

Dry Wood

Navy:

ment."—Chicago News.
A

Wide=Awake
Farmer

in all sizes

as

Paris and Oxford County should

subscribe for a

Good Local

Weekly Newspaper

to keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and ail
items of interest to himself and

family.

The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Me.,

will

admirably

supply

your

wants for county news and prove
welcome visitor in every
a

household.

NEEDS

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

to give him tho experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
methods
improvements
which arc an invaluablo rrrri in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
special matter for every member of his family.

The New-York

Tribune Farmer,
will post you every week on all
of
to
make money from the farm.

important agricultural topics
the day, and show you how

!

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm»
er

$1.75.

One Year For

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY
X

°

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Paris,

V

Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
below The Oxford
you will please send to the address
for One Year:
Farmer
Tribune
and
New-York
Democrat

usual.

Send Democrat

A. W. Walker & Son,
South

Farmer

who is interested iu the news of

COAL

Assistant Surgeon.

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

Any person sending

w

j

-

O0<*M>>OOOOOO©<>O<CeSKW^^

'HAY-FEVER*

r.ly's Crtciu Balm

ctcaiiuO!»,e(vit!ir îr.r.d lurils
tli<ï (lÎM-n-nl ni·;:·;'- ··.
Heurescc?.".rrhaudu :··
in·::y a cold in [Ii3
quickly.

FOR

$1.75

-

»'y0

mum

Sir— Length »>f surgeon, ύ feet 4; height
of wurdrooin. ά feet 8. Respectfully.
E. C. VER MULEN,

The department promptly dispatched
him "until such time as more suitable
ship could be found for his assign-

FOR ONE YEAR

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

—>

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

NASH,

MASONIG BLOCK,

AND

—

Manager.

Licensed Taxidermist,

NCW VOftft CITY.

The Oxford Democrat

Franklin

au

tTMCT,

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.

J. WALDO

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

IWntn*

South Purl*,

PORTLAND

CASTORIA

GENUINE

BLOCK,

Send Farmer

Paris.

to.

to.

Stickler For Ktlciuette.

I)r. Thompson. mauler of Trinity college. Cambridge, was an exceedingly

cold and austere man. never taking
much notice of the undergraduates under his care. (>11 one occasion a Trinity man happened to lie out walking
and was cauglit in a storm, lie ran
across a ticld and took shelter beneath
a larks' troe.
When he arrived there,
he
found, to Ids horror, that Dr.
Thompson was heueuth It, seeking protection from the rain. For some time
both stood silent, watching the clouds,
till at last the undergraduate, growing
desperate, ventured to remark that he
thought It was clearing up a little.
"Sir." said the doctor haughtily, frowning upon the wretched youth, "all communications to the master of Trinity
must be made through the tutors."
The

Hospitable Yuruk.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Signed

Optician.

NOTE.

LowestPricesiflOxiordGountv.
NORWAY, MAINE.

may be sent to different
addresses if desired.

The

Papers

QUAKER RANGE

Boys Wanted

IN SHOE FACTORY.
Several boys about 16 years of age
who are strong and who wish an

opportunity

to learn

the shoe busi-

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to
tiess.

Good

are

open

to

Instincts which characterize the Turco"Here lean invitation to Mabel and
mans, restricted because of ills occupaRobert's silver divorce."
>
tions to the woods, the plains or the
Can it be ten years since they parted?
CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
mountains; constantly exposed to the
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. do not hesitate Inclemency of the seasons, to dangers
Mechanic Falls, Me.
to recommend Kodol Dyspepsla Cure to and enemies of all kinds, the Yuruk
customers.
and
friends
their
Indigestion has conceived a generous and noble
causes more ill health than anything else
idea of hospitality, ami he practices It
It deranges the stomach, and brings on
with disinterestedness and pleasure.
all manner of disease. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure digests- what yon eat cures indi- Ills tent, whether in his preseuce or
20 horses, two-seated carriages,
gestion dyspepsia and all stomach dis- absence, is always oi>eued to the trav10 top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
doing well.
impossible."
is not only a perfect di- eler, aud food and drink in abundance
Kodol
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nice three seated
eeetant but a tissue building tonic m are glveu him. The tents of the Yu- carriages (open), 1
LADIES AND CHILDREN
run after all day.
well. Renewed health, perfect strength ruks are square and made of a sort of wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Clear un as you work; it takes buta
who cannot stand the shocking strain of
and inoretsed vitality follow its use.
Will lease stable to run livery busiblack woolen cloth.
laxative syrups and cathartic pills are moment tnen, and saves time afterwards.
This is a nice, clean livery
ness.
A time for everthing, and everything
the
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is
the
of
Little
ftieers.
fond
family."
Early
especially
No
An lalanil of Black Cata.
stock and excellent opening.
He seems to be a bloomAll persons who find it necessary to take on time.
"Possibly.
Do not make unnecessary work for
One of the queerest corners of the
a liver medicine should try these easy
ing idiot."
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
others.
earth is Chatham island, off the coast
pills, and compare the agreeably pleasant
F. B. FOGG,
Muoh depends upon starting right.
To accommodate those who are partial of Ecuador. This island lies 600 miles
and strengthening effect with the nauseatSouth Paris.
in applying
cleanliness
and
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of
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to
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ing and weakening conditions following
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impossible.
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good
the use of other remedies. Little Early
Andrew· Home Stable Call, 106-13.
Leave nothing dirty; clean and clear tarrhal troubles, the proprietors prepare runs directly through it. It abounds
Risen cure biliousness, constipation,
in cats, everj' one of which is black.
Price
IncludBalm.
as
Cream
you
Ely's
go.
Liquid
sick headache, jaundice, malaria and,
An attractive table makes even plain ing the spraying tube is 75 cents. Drug- These animals live in the crevices of
liver troubles. Sold by F. ▲. Shurtleff
e· the lava foundation near the coast and
food palatable.
gists or by mall. The liquid
Λ Co.
Far greater skill is shown where, with the medicinal properties of the
subsist by catching ilsh and crabs In- Veterinary
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Cream Balm is quickly stead of rats and mice. Other animals
preparation.
Mn. Peek—"What would you do, small material, there are good results.
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Street, South
High
Love lightens labor.
absorbed bv the membrane and doe· not found on this Island are horses, cattle,
Heary, If yon should wake up and see
Curtis Hill and Paris TeleAnything which has to rise in the dry up tbe secretions but changes them dog·, goats and chickens, all of which Paris, Me.
some one going through your clothes?
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Livery Slock for Sale !
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Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareis Pleasant. It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It
nor other Narcotic
Morphine
neither
contains
Opium,
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
Wind
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and
cures
Constipation
Troubles,
Colic. It relieves Teething
Mid Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural flecp,
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

Wheeler,

BILL'Nttfi

Reduced Kate. Fare $1.00, Portland
Iîut no one came, of course.
"Oh, dear." thought he. "how long to Boston. Staterooms $1.00 to $1.80.
Steamers leave Franklin wharf, Portshall I have to wait for some one to
land, and India wharf, Boston, daily exis
This
getting
tell my discovery to?
cept Sunday at 7 P. M.
tiresome."
Freight always as low as other lines.
Yes. and it was getting dangerous, Λ11 freight via the steamers of this Com
is insured against Fire and Marine
for the ice drifted away and left him pany

Among the qualities |K>ssessed by the
sores, cats, burns and wounds of every Yuruk hospitality Is uo doubt promikind are quickly cured by it. Sold by nent. Deprived by the very influence
F. A. Sliurtleff A Co.
of hie adventurous life of all the tierce

.ι

What is CASTORIA

for 9119, worth $140.
north pole. "It's a pole anyway," he one,
FOR CATALOGUES.
far
it's
SEND
sun·
I'm
said to himself, "and
enough north to he a north pole. I
shall be famous if I tind what all these

W. J.

My1//

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you iη this.
but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and"Just-as-good"arc
the health of
and
with
endanger
trifle
that
Experiments
infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

L

have been looking for so long."
So he crawled along the ice to where
a ship had foundered and left one of
its masts sticking out of tlit? water.
"That's it!" cried Urn in eagerly. "At

·ν

piano, almost

One walnut case Poole

new, for 9300, worth 1250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 9950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at η
great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost now, for $95.

men

>-

CASTORIA

few « Owns

We are now shipping dry wood
If a friend asks your opinion get his,
department were not always read and into South Paris
indorse it and he will go away happy.
by the car load,
not always considered, lie wrote as
and can supply customers in any
follows:·
A CONTINUAL STRAIN.
Many men and women are constantly Hon. Qideon Wells. Secretary of the quantity desired.

jolld

ί

he said to himself, for he usual-

ly talked to himself, not being able to
get any t»iic else to listen to him: "I

see public officers betraying their trust,
conspiring with private individuals to sell
the patronage of the government for their
own personal gain. We see the
called,
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see
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tom of society.
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porruption.
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)>μκϊ·1ηκ tliiiiw named: it
tentous shadow of the betrayal of public
is sufficiently clinging to stand being trust lying across the legislative balls of six feet four Inches high, who was
made up with the tuckings and shirringe the nation. God grant it may presently eervlng on board the Penobscot, which
Indies between
now in favor, and it has sufficient body
pass and leave no permanent stain on was only live feet eight
to have a rich effect used for a plain the fair name of any of our legislators.
The doctor's bunk was scant
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taste
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whose
those
shirt
or
shirt
by
six feet in length, so that he was unAt the end of thirty years Hiram had comfortable even in lying down.
prefers such styles.
In
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Monday, May 3, a roll of bills,
either in Bryant's Pond village or on
the road between that place and
On

West Paris.
Suitable reward will
be paid for their return to the Dem-

lungs

should

tlie far north. One day. overhearing a
conversation between two arctic ex-

plorers,

»

"I have received such crcat benefit from
the "L. F.' Atwood's Bitter# that I want
to tell about it. I am positive that U
people would take more of the True
L. F.' for general dsbllûy and building
be lew
up of the system there would
sickness and fewer doctor s bills. You
seo fit.
may use this statement If you
—Jcmes H. Bitrbank. Clerk and Trccsurer.
Ciicsltrvillt. hk

A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
generations. We shudder when we conGeneral offices Foster's Wharf,
template the plague spot of Mormonism Louis ΓοβΜ Mspateh.
which exists in our body politic, and
Boston, Mass.
guests.
which, through its accredited representdo
when
we
Drutr Store Light*.
society's
accept
Then,
been unblushingly proclaimconventions of dress, we do so without atives, has
Apothecaries were once in the habit
its sensual and bestial creed here in
losing the large simplicities of our heart. ing
a red light as a sign of their
the capital of the nation before a Con- of using
trade. It so happened one night that .a
committee.
The Popular Pongee.
gressional
"But it is humiliating to reflect that druggist found himself without the
Pongee is as popular as ever. It is so
Washing and ironing done in first
has been a frightful relaxation in necessary red light, so as a substitute
popular that one might call it prevalent. there
Will call for and
class manner.
the
in
of
the
bonds
of
the
red
among
bottle
a
matrimony
he
liquid
all
placed
There are pongees in
possible
all over
that
clothes
in
South Paris.
at
deliver
American
ueoDle
larce;
lie
it.
behind
the
a
candle
from
with
window,
shades of the natural colors,
the land our courts are grinding out di- was so well
with the effect
Address,
pleased
palest cream to that having a golden vorces
day by day, not for the one cause thai lie placed another bottle of red
LAUNDRESS,
tinge, and from silver gray to one verg- of
infidelity, which does, indeed, sever
ing upon mouse color.
window.
Care Democrat Office,
the relation but ki'iui·! in another
There are pongees in every degree of the bond and destroy
This sign made such a brave showSouth Paris.
of them

times long before the linen is worn out.
The laundress should be instructed to
with one or
cough, strengthened my lungs and re- shake every fringed piece
stored me to my normal weight, health two smart "snaps" just before she hangs
and strength." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff it on the line. It will be found to dry as
smooth and well separated as if the
Λ Co.
fringe had been combed, which is too
This mother-in-law story was told at tedious a' process except for the very
Washington recently by F. Hopkinson choicest of one's possessiops.—Kansas
Smith: "Arrab, you're lookin'very sad," City Journal.
said Pat
O'Hoolihan, addressing his
Rules for the Kitchen.
friend Dennis the other day. uOi feel
"Oi've lost
A place for everything and everything
sad!" responded Dennis.
my mother-in-law. I tell you it'· hard in its place.
to lose your mother-in-law." "Hard!"
A good cook wastes nothing.
A thing that is worth doing is worth
exclaimed Pat. "B'gorrah, it's almost

our

Maine. |

FAM roi SALK.

W.

Weak

Free to Housewives.

Mention this

—

Coughs and colds are dangerous then.
One Minute Cough Cure cures coughs
acd colds and gives strength to the
lungs. Mrs. 6. E. Fenner, of Marion,
Ind., says, "I suffered with a cough until
I run down in weight from 14$-to 92
pounds. I tried a number of remedies
to no avail until I used One Minute
Cough Cure. Four bottles of this wonderful remedy cured me entirely of the

Cut out this advertisement and mail
to us with name of your grocer and
we will send you free of charge one of

prepared recipes.

1WS.

WHEN THE SAP RISES.

FOR SALE.

tSratlrnir·'* Driver»

speed

False Comparisons: Spy.
Γπι. earner, earnest.
spire, spiced.
Mad, madder, maddest. Fee. feur, feast.
Way, wvigher. waste. Lay, layer, laced.

ItmakesmfiffAnmtnad

color, conformation, beauty, GUY
BAYARD

Jay, thrush,

canary, lark, heron, ostrich, fluch, plover. hawk, crow, swan, owl, robin, dove,
jackdaw, crane, starling, yellowliamluer. oriole, .swallow, eagle, quail.
No.
-Diamond: 1. Z. 2. Set. 3.
Sharp. 4. Zealous. 3. Trout, β. Put.
7. S.
No. 97.—Diagonal: Macauluy. Cross3.
2. Baruacle.
words—1. Marigold.
Document. 4. Strangle. 5. February,
7. Motorman.
8. Saluι». Nicholas.

tmvt&u anfotter/bur.

L. M. TUFTS,

—

vertisement.
No. 9Γ».—Hidden Birds:

Mouldings si.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

No. Mrs. l>ash. it is not «nod form foi
grass widow io wear weeds—except
smart weeds.
a

No.

ON GETTING

Mats, Mirrors
High G-adc Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

1.1<-klute.

A lu For Siunrlweed.

and Pictures,

&

a

Willie fell in the molasse·
Barrel In the shed.
"Now I'll lick you, Willie!"
Ills angry mother said.
—Cornell Widow.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

us.

Jeweler and

I» for

If tu want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
ouUlde work, evil·I In your order». Pine Lum
'«r and Shingles on hand Cbeap for Caah.

DO YOU REALIZE
the Serious

I'ut Out the Light.
"You're the light of my Hie," she said
As he kissed her once more good night.
And then from the top of the stairway
Came a voice, "Well, put out the light!"
—Smart Set.

5 to ouch, Bowels, Liver and
Kidney». The More "LP."
the Leee Slcltn···

P.ruln wns ambitious. anil, like many

people.

describe.

vv

r—"L. P." Relieve· a·* Streajthen·—

of us. UU ambition was always getting
liim into trouble. He was u polar bear
ïnd lived amid the ice and snows of

are

house and lot at South
.\o Choice.
Paris, on Main Street, being the
be
shall
The Mother L)«> you think it right,
to
Farmer
the
subscriptions
Samuel Stowe place.
Enquire of my dear, to receive attention from all primrose yellow, pale blue, turquoise
new ones. Address or call at the office of
blue, dull Indian or Cbinese>blue, Indian
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent. those married men?
The Daughter— But. mamma, 1 like red or scarlet. Pongee is one of the few
THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.
colors that will serve as a background
them all equally well.
E. W.

Also

The North Pole Polar

growth of luxurious living and an almost
conscienceless extravagance, and this passion for display and for great expenditure in dress, in equipages, and entertainments, and all the paraphernalia of
luxury has spread downward among the
"The habits of the millionaire class
aped by the hundred-thousand-dollar
men, and theirs again by the men of
smaller means; and so, from the colossal
extravagance of the group at the top, the
love of display and of self-indulgence
has spread in ever-widening circles, till
we see a tendency in all classes to adopt
a style of living beyond their means, the
disastrous effects of which no words can

1

TIRED OUT?

FoiK·

"Akin to this is the luxurious living
which characterizes large sections of
American society. The growth of luxury
in a single generation in this country is
amazing and it is portentous! The accumulation of enormous fortunes by a great
number of our people has stimulated the

wedlock. When expensive and extragaHudson river millionaire.
gant habits prevail; when men and
That husband understood what the women are ashamed of the plain living

dress coat means in family life. It is
considering one's family just as good as
anybody else, and a little better. It is
knightly homage to one's wife; it is
good manners towards one's children; it
is filial regard for one's parents; it is
being in the mood, at least once a day,
to render respect unto one's colaborers,
even if one lias neither means to buy a
dress coat nor time to exchange the business garb for it.
If we can but realize the higher meaning of etiquette, we shall look upon the
dress coat as merely the temporary outward sign of permanent, inward courtesy
of thought, which in act we would as
eagerly extend to our family as to our

Little

ex-

modesν

Story Per

T. J.

JUDKINS,

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to remove as
on

they

are

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

George

,nd

put

50 cts., w..k .t

W.

Hobbs'

Variety Store, Norway.

